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By Tim Hunan and April Heath
An SJSU grievance committee unanimously decided Monday that
assistant professor Henry Prager should be fired in May.
The 3-0 vote against the administration of justice assistant professor
culminated three days of testimony and evidence at a hearing Nov. 12 to 14.
The committee members upheld the SJSU Retention and Tenure
Committee’s decision last spring that Prager had not fulfilled Administration of Justice Department requirements for tenure.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton has 14 days to either
approve the committee’s decision or
veto it. If Fullerton approves it. then
Prager has no recourse to get his job
back, according to Robert Duman,
who represented Prager at the
hearing.
A veto by Fullerton could refer
the matter toe state arbitrator.
The hearing was held after
Prager filed a grievance last year,
protesting his May firing. The
committee of three SJSU professors
was to decide if the decision to fire
Prager was legitimate.
The three committee members
were: Ted Norton, political science
professor; Sam Radelfinger, health
science professor, and chairman
Keith Johnsgard, psychology
professor.
The committee’s report is confidential, said Lela Noble, associate
academic vice president of faculty affairs. Copies were sent to her, Prager
and Fullerton.
.
The Retention Committee ruled that, although Prager’s teaching Wag
above average, he had not published or participated in enough professional
activities.
Prager’s representatives were Duman. director of Open University, and
Harry Galley, history professor. They argued that Prager had been harmed
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by several incidents prior to the decision to fire him.
Prager, who has taught at SJSU since 1977, said he was continually
confused about what his department’s requirements were for retention and
tenure. Prager said several changes were made in the criteria over the past
five years.
Prager declined to comment on the committee’s decision. However,
Duman expressed frustration over Prager’s firing.
"Here’s a faculty member who fully meets the state’s legislative role of
this university -- teaching -- and he gets his ass fired.
-The loss is to the students at San Jose State and that department,Duman said.
He also questioned SJSU’s policy of requiring publication by a professor,
saying it harmed the department by lowering teaching quality.
"It will do a lot of good to publish articles left and right, and not have any
students" because of lower teaching quality. Duman said.
"They don’t give a damn about good teaching in the administration of
justice department," he added.
Students in the administration of justice department attended the
hearing to support Prager, and were upset because they had no input in the
decision
"We should have a say in who teaches us." said Bob Rusnak, a senior
Adm.nistration of Justice major. "A professor told me that it’s not any
studiint’s business why Prager is being fired."

Meta Cullen,

Christmas usualy brings with it loneliness and depression Its elderly people in
participate in decorating thee surroundings and regular Friday singalongs with a
convalescent homes. But at Skyline, the largest nursing home in San Jose,
guest pianist. See page 5 for story and photos.
Christmas is a time for festivities and even more activities than usual. Residents

Elway turns down pro football
offer for SJSU, cites family reasons
By Moire Jones
Amidst talks during the week
that he may be leaving SJSU, head
football coach Jack Elway announced yesterday afternoon that he
will remain as the Spartan head
coach and forego the opportunity for
the same position with the Arizona
Wranglers of the United States
Football League.
Elway turned down a $90,000
offer from the Wranglers to remain
at SJSU, citing personal reasons.
Earlier this week the 5I -year -old
Elway had been named as the top
choice for the Wranglers position.
He, along with Lavell Edwards of
Brigham Young University and
Terry Donahue of UCLA were the
three leading candidates for the job.
Edwards dropped out saying he was
happy at BYU while Donahue pulled
out a few days later.
Wrangler public relations official George Hill said Elway was
pursued for his background.
"He’s proven he’s one of the top
coaches in the country," Hill said by
telephone from his Phoenix office
yesterday. "He doesn’t have the top
draw, yet he can play with
anybody."
When it was announced that
Flway will remain at SJSU, Hill said
he was disappointed. Hill said Elway

Conferred on page 10

Student’s mysterious death
puzzles county coroner
By hash Stanrials
Keven William O’Donnell’s clothes, books and other
belongings lay bundled in trash liner bags on his bunk bed
at the Sigma Nu fraternity house.
O’Donnell’s roommate, Mike Meissner, stared
blankly as he talked about O’Donnell, who died
mysteriously Tuesday afternoon after collapsing at an
intramural soccer game at South Campus.
"He wasn’t supposed to die," Meissner said about his
22-year-old friend. "He was in perfect condition."
Santa Clara County Coroner officials completed an
autopsy Wednesday morning, but could not determine
how O’Donnell died.
"We do not have all the information, and will issue a
toxicology report in several weeks," said Nate Gossett, an
investigator at the coroner’s office.
The toxicology study is performed to determine if
drugs, alcohol or poison was in O’Donnell’s body when he
died.
Meissner believes there is not a chance O’Donnell
died from drugs.
"The only thing Keven took was Vitamin C," he said.
O’Donnell was injured during a soccer game six
weeks ago, "and he blacked out," according to Meissner.
A coroner’s official said "We have a little bit of
history, but we have to oig some more."

O’Donnell, who played for the Liverpool/Hoover Hall
team, was dribbling the ball downfield when he either fell,
tripped or collapsed, according to witnesses.
Four people gave him mouth-to-mouth resuscitation.
A game of f ical performed cardio-pulmonary resuscitation
before an ambulance arrived.
"Everybody tried to help him," said teammate Jim
Handoush. "Some people even got down on one knee and
prayed."
The intramural soccer have been suspended indefinitely because of the tragedy, according to Pete
Vadney, interim coordinator of Leisure Services.
"We may restart it next week if the participants are
ready," Vadney said "We’ll have to see how they feel."
O’Donnell was a junior aeronautics student who
wanted to be a commercial airline pilot, according to
friends.
Funeral arrangements for O’Donnell include a rosary
reading in his memory Friday and a funeral mass
Saturday followed by the burial in Culver City, Calif .
O’Donnell, formerly of Manhattan Beach, Calif., is
survived by his parents, two brothers, a sister and
grandmother.
Daily reporters Tim Dutton, Joanna C. Cote and Brian
Wong contributed to this story.

would have been good for the
Wranglers program but wished the
coach the best of luck.
Elway, who made up his mind to
stay at SJSU Tuesday after meeting
with men’s athletic director Dave
Adams, said it was a personal factor
that caused him to stay.
"After lengthy discussions with
my family, university officials and
executives of the Arizona
Wranglers, I feel it is in the best
interests of all concerned that I
remain at San Jose State Univer
sity." Elway said.
"My family is happy here,’ he
added. Elway’s son John, Stanford’s
All-American quarterback, "will be
going through a very tough decision
and I wanted to make sure I Araf,
here to help him matte that
decision."
Elway’s son will decide whether
to pursue a career in professional
football or baseball.
John Elway. aside from quarterbacking the Cardinal. is also an
outstanding baseball prospect in the
New York Yankees organization
who spent last summer playing in
their minor league system. The
younger Elway, who finished second
in the Heisman Trophy selection
behind Georgia running back
Herschel Walker, is also a sure first.
rounddraft choice of the NFL.
Adams said he was happy
Elway decided to stay.
"We’re very pleased." Adams
said. "I think it’s a hell of a tribute to
him that these places come looking
for him. It’s also a tribute to the
university."
Elway said he spoke wish
Wranglers officials about a month
ago and again WM Thursday on the
possibility of becoming head coach.
"I was flattered to be considered," Elway said. "But I like it
here at San Jose State. There are a
lot of challenges ahead of us We
have developed a winning tradition
here and I would like to be a part of
its continued growth.
"I still have a dream IT will
have a 40. to 60,000 seat stadium."
Spartan Stadium seats 22.1100
spectators.
"We are at a stage where’ further stadium expansion is a reality,"
Elway said. "The Pacific Coast
Athletic Association has become a
viable Division 1-A league with a
post -season bowl bid for its conference champion. And, our at
tendance has increased recently and
should increase even more with Par’
10 teams like Oregon coming to
Spartan Stadium.
"By staying I’m belling they
will talk to try to do something."

Elway said about expanding the
stadium.
The fourth -year coach hab two
years remaining on his contract
which he signed in 1979 when he took
over the Spartans.
"I felt a commitment to the
contract," Elway said. "But I do feel

a committment to SJSU
This was not the first time
Elway’s name has been brought up
regarding a new coaching position.
Last year he was announced to be
the leading candidate for the head
coaching job at the University of
California
Connnued on page 8
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EDITORIAL

An obscure A.S. president and his flip-flops; shape up or ship out
Touting himself as the best friend tasy, the A.S. has given up on the yearbook.
of the press, John "Tony" Anderson
A lingering question remains at the close
started his reign at SJSU with a of the first half of Anderson’s presidency: Why
characteristic about face in political rhetoric.
did he run for office in the first place? Followup questions can include: What is he doing?
of
A.S.
office
the
While he was running for
president, Anderson met with the Spartan What are his plans?
Don’t ask the press, because the A.S.
Daily editorial board last semester. Anderson
does not answer any of our phone
president
the
as
such
told the board his position on issues
calls. Although Anderson has granted two
Recreation and Events Center. Both of them.
While first coming out in favor of the impromptu interviews, our A.S. reporter says
controversial catastrophie, Anderson seemed he has called the A.S. president between 10
to sense that the editorial board was against and 15 times and has not received a return
the then-proposed $13 million project and call.
changed his position nearly in mid-sentence.
Is this responsible behavior for the No. I
During the course of this semester he has
promised money for the A.S. yearbook and student leader? We think not. Anderson should
vowed to get students everything they voted shape up or ship out. We have never heard of
an A.S. president resigning but if Anderson
for in the Rec Center.
maybe he
Now it looks like both those projects are doesn’t want to do anything else
doomed. While university officials have would like to be remembered for setting this
finally admitted the REC promises are precedent.
At least it would be doing something.
looking more and more like a ’Rec’ked fan-

Families should have closer ties
My grandfather died two weekends ago, and our
l’amily was in a proper state of grief. My mother went to
Memphis to attend the funeral, and the rest of our family
,tayed behind to think about our deceased relative.
But, as I sat in my bedroom one evening, I had to
confront something that I tried not to acknowledge. As I
hought about my grandfather, I realized my grief for him
was not as intense as I thought it should have been.
It wasn’t that the man was a bad person. In my brief
encounters with him, he was a very gracious and likeable
person. For some reason, however, the depth of my
feelings for him were shallow.
This dilemma was summed up one night last week by
my father as he sat in his chair and contemplated the fate

By Derrick Martin
Staf1 Writer

Mississippi were getting fewer and fewer. That’s when the
problem started.
It seemed that my interest in the family "back home"
dipped in direct proportion to the number of times I was
able to see my relatives. When my parents would tell of
some event or happening in the family, I would often stare
at them, trying to conceal the lack of interest I had in
people I barely knew, people I had little face-to-face
contact with.
There were occasional times when the California
branch of family would spend an extended amount of time
with our Southern relatives. This past summer, we spent
nearly a month in Memphis and Mississippi with the
family. I was able to see most of the people that my
parents referred to in their many dialogues about "back
home." There were endless hours of hearing about the
past and present goings-on within the family. There were
many times when! met someone from the family for the
first time.
Although I was excited about meeting these relatives
last summer as I was when I met them in my youth, I
believe that I’ve gained a greater insight into their lives,
and into some of the problems that they are going through.
Yet, there was still the question of how we could
maintain close ties with our relatives "back home." My
father often questions whether hr should have moved to
California.

of the family back in Tennessee and Mississippi.
"I wish we were back home," my father would say to
When he moved to California as a high-school
himself.
My father would often lament the distance, both graduate in the 1950s, he was looking for an environment
physical and emotional, between ourselves and our where he could grow and develop himself and where he
relatives. He would question whether it was the right could raise a family. He could hardly be blamed for doing
decision for him to move to California in the first place.
this. Memphis in the 50’s was not the oasis of opportunity
for a young black man looking to improve his lot in life.
I had always thought about that phrase of my father’s.
Why remain there, when Jim Crow and other
In my youth, I was confused by it. California was our manifestations of racism were in flower, while in
home, I would think. Sure, my parents were from California, the perceived paradise for so many, lay open?
Mississippi and Tennessee. I was even born in Memphis, More times than not, young people on the move to
but we’ve been in California nearly 20 years now. My establish a family in a new city or state forget about the
family has gone through all the changes, the joys and the effects the move may have on their family.
sorrows that families go through when they move away.
It is a difficult dilemma. While it would be hard to ask
in life by moving to
Yes, my relatives down South are family, I thought anybody not to pursue their goals
another state or city, it is equally unwise to completely
and I treated them as such. But, in my youth, in
break all ties with your relatives.
California, they were just names tossed around by my
I believe that one key to reducing this problem is to
parents. When I did see my relatives in Tennessee and
instill in your children the need to know and care about
Mississippi, I would sit down and talk about my life in
California, and I would hear about the goings-on "back your relatives who live far away. Admittedly this is difficult.
home."
Making a telephone call or paying a two-week visit
I was especially interested when I would hear them
are dim substitutes for daily contact. But it is better than
tell stories about their experiences. That was a heady
nothing. If a child has no knowledge of his relatives, their
experience for a kid from California. I dreamed about
telling my fellow Californians about life in the South, just way of life, their problems and their successes, how is he
to be different.
expected to care about them in the future?
But I grew older, the trips to Tennessee and Balieve me, I know.

LETTERS

Plasma centers:
the scars remain
for one student
Editor
Since Joanna Cote paints such a
glowing, altruistic portrait of
plasma centers, allow me a rebuttal.
I suffered a period of unemployment
a few years ago when I went to a
plasma center, desperate for
money.
Plasma, a chemically complex
entity, is a bodily fluid many times
more valuable than the exploitative
$10 you get for what you’ve given.
The base product is converted into
projects that would embarrass a
cocaine dealer. Plasma is big
business. I’m not questioning the
fact that vital medicines result from
plasma collection. Rather, any
potential donor ( invariably the
financially hard -up) should be
aware of a few negative aspects.
Aside from the fact that your
precious fluid is paid for with a
pittance, consider the procedure
itself. Cote would have you believe it
is no more than an "initial pinch" of
pain. Imagine a long, thick, steel
needle, slid deep up into your vein
and taped down. To me, it felt like
they installed a coat hanger, completely stiffening my lower arm.
The reinsertion of the red blood
cells is painful. Picture a steel -cold
liquid flow snaking up your arm
which aches and causes nausea in
many. After several donations, say
five or so, you will carry puncture
scars on your arm for a few years.
We’re talking big needles.
Can you afford the very real loss
of protein from your system? I was
advised to eat a lot of peanut butter
to overcome it.
All this for $10.
It is very lucrative for the
centers themselves. Sure, they have
all types of people to donate, all
types of poor people including poor

students. You won’t see a plasma
center in Pruneyard (shopping
center). I’d love to see 60 Minutes or
20/20 do a story on this business.
Greg Steele
Instructional Resources Cemei

Daily practices
sensationalism
May
With regard to your obituary
notice published on page 3 of the
Spartan Daily Friday, Nov. 12, 1982,
I wish to correct the erroneous
statement that there was legal
litigation involved regarding life
support systems used at the time of
my father’s death.
In fact, no legal litigation on this
point or any other issue every took
place. One must question the quality
of both the Journalism Department
and the university when it allows
erroneous statements to be made
such as this one.
Legal litigation is easily
verified, a matter of public record,
and this should have been done
before such (a) statement was
made. In addition, your quote
regarding pulling the plug on life
support systems, allegedly made by
my sister, is in such poor taste that I
will refrain from comment and
allow your readers to reflect on that
one alone.
To the best of my knowledge no
member of my family was ever
contacted in an attempt to verify
statements you printed, something a
simple telephone call could have
accomplished. To resort to sensationalism akin to weekday
television soap opera is uncalled for
in an obituary notice, and I think you
owe our family an apology.
kw G. Fdke. MO.
Psikellsgist
IN sl

Fraternities get
fair coverage
Eritor
According to Scott Cooley’s Dec.
3 guest opinion, the Spartan Daily
has a responsibility to publish the
good, not the bad about a few
Greeks. It is not the job of the Daily
to be a public relations forum for the
Greeks. The Daily has the obligation
to keep the public informed and
provide a forum for opinions.
If four Greeks are arrested in a
$2,500 theft, whether three of them
are pledges or not, it is news. If the
story and the headline in question
were printed because they were
true, not for the effect of sensationalism, then the Daily is
fulfilling its duty to the campus
community.
I believe that story was news. It
involved a prominent institution,
was local, current and while it
represented a bad side of the
Greeks, or of four members, it was
still news.
I was at the "Meet the Editors"
meeting, and I realize Cooley was
joking (or was he?) when he
referred to the newspaper as a new
Spartan Enquirer. But, that story,
and mainly the headline did not
seem to be write for the effect of
sensationalism.
If the newly -elected Inter Fraternity council wants better
public relations, maybe the first
priority on their list should be to
improve their image, not only
problems with house functions. I
believe the Greeks have many
positive aspects, but they should
face up to the fact that a few rotten
apples could tarnish their image,
and maybe they should clean their
house to bring back a good image of
the Greeks.
Don’t look for the press to form
your image. As the saying goes; the
Daily’s job is to report the news, not
make it.
Amon Crows
Journalism
freshman

Daly Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to
hear from you -our reader. Your
ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. By
listening to our readers we feel we
can better serve the campus community.
Letters to the Mailbag, opinion

articles and press releases are
gladly accepted.
Our policy for accepting such
material is as follows:
letters
Letters should be submitted to
the Spartan Daily office ( JC 208
weekdays, or by mail to the

Mailbag, c/o the Spartan Daily, San
Jose State University, 125 S. Seventh
St., CA 95192.
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.

The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
Letters should not exceed 350
words.
Osidia
The intent of the Spartan Daily

Forum Page is to present a variety
of viewpoints of interest to the
campus community.
Editorials reflect the position
of the Daily. Opinions express the
views of the writer or organization
and will appear with a byline at -

tributing the article accordingly.
Comments, columns and
editorials will discuss local, state
and international affairs.
The Daily encourages reader
comments regarding editorials,
opinions or news stories.

’What is the best way to study for finals?’
Asked in front of the Clark Library

For me, it’s a total
commitment. It’s every
hour of the day and every
waking minute. It seems
like too much, but you get
through it and you do it
ago
Amon Richards
(kindred
p1/1101

This is my first
semester and I’ve Just been
studying all the time. If
you’ve kept up all
semester, it should be
relatively easy on the final.
Alio IWO
Peaked lime

guess, intensively.
Another thing, first yellow
out all your work and reread the chapters. It ends
up by repetition, you get
the grade. It’s a lot of
cramming toward the end
of the semester
Mirk Idwardy
gusswerts Mensignint

I just keep re -reading
everything all the time. If
you keep going over the
stuff it will come back to
Dens Petals,
111nON

Long range studying
You shouldn’t have to
break down and study too
hard, You should always be
preparing yourself because
knowledge is the key to
success.
Devil E Grey
Industrie( DesignIAlro American
Sludgy
prrgor
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Campus area crimes under investigation
Murder trial, unexplained death and purse thefts top list
By Pamela Stenriede
(inc campus area death has yet to be determined, a
murder trial is about to begin, a wave of purse thefts
remain unsolved and SJSU officials are seeking new ways
to prevent thefts of university property.
La Verne Denise Baker was found dead in her 11th
Street apartment, one block from SJSU, Oct. 27, but the
Santa Clara County Coroner still has not discovered how
she died.
An autopsy revealed Baker was not inflicted with
physical trauma that would have caused death, according
to the coroner’s office.
A toxicology report, performed to determine if

coroner’s office, said that it is not unusual for this type of
investigation to take several weeks.
The county does not have its own criminal toxicology
laboratory, and the blood and tissue studies must be
performed at the Santa Clara County District Attorney’s
facility.
"We don’t know if it’s a inui.der yet," said San Jose
Police Lt. Don Trujillo.
Meanwhile, the murder trial of the man accused of
beating former SJSU student Blythe Nielsen to death in
her 12th Street apartment in November 1979 will begin
"some time next week," according to Santa Clara County
Superior Court officials.

The autopsy revealed
that Baker’s death
wasn’t caused by trauma

"and we catch a number of people by
different methods, the main one being
identification."
If a book is stolen, the student should
go to Customer Service in the bookstore
and make a report right away. He should
list any marks or writing in it and try to
be as precise as possible. Then the
bookstore will have a description and can
keep an eye out for the book," Duval
said.
This method seems to be working.
"We had a girl today who reported a
sto:en book, which was then sold back.
The book was later identified as stolen
and we were able to get a desciption of
the person who sold it back," Duval said.
Duval said dorm students should be
especially alert because of the relaxed
atmosphere of the dorms.

Lean

School. of
s
Science will be offering
. new courses for the spring
- . semester.
In the meteorology
department, a course on
"Air Pollution Modeling"
will be offered. The course
will talk about formulation,
methods and solutions and
results from various types
of air pollution sources and
urban arfd regional air
quality simulation. The
course is three units.

^

Corrections
Et
Clarifications
In Monday’s Daily.
several Santa Clara
County Transit bus
fares were incorrectly
reported.
The cost for adults
on express is $1, not
$1.20. The flash pass
costs $20, not $17. Express Passes cost $40,
not $34, and the 22-day
ticket costs $12, not $10.
It was also incorrectly reported that
3,000 students walk to
campus and another
5,000 to 6,000 ride buses
The figures should
have been 500 to 600
walk to school and 1,000
to 1,200 ride.

In chemistry, there
will be a three-unit course
entitled,
"Human
Physiological Chemistry."
The topics will include
biochemistry of the
hemoglobin, hemoglobin
mutants, iron and bile
pigment metabolism, blood
protein, and clotting
proteins.
The zoology department will be offering the
Behavioral Ecology of
Large Terrestrial Mammals. The three-unit class
will emphasis the hoofed
mammals and carnivores
of American, Asian and
African continents.
Bird watchers will
have something new, too.

City Attorney changes contractors with negligence

By Rosanno MOWN
The city of San Jose is
seeking more than $2
million in damages from
the builders of the city’s
Third Street parking
garage that was condemned and closed on Oct.
6.
A lawsuit, recently
filed in Santa Clara County
Superior Court, asks for
unspecified damages for
lost parking revenues and
court costs. It also seeks an
additional $2 million to pay
for the rebuilding of the
garage.
The sudden closure of
the parking garage tripled
parking rates at the Fourth
Street dirt parking lots
across from SJSU and
initiated a two-week-long
fight between university
officials and the city
about the Vertebrate council over the increased
Animals of California rates.
discusses their recognition
and national history. The
class is for three units.
The Natural Science
Department will have a
three-unit class that deals
with scientific illustration.
The class will teach how to
present data using graphs,
marco-micro
drawing
for
photographs
publication class projects.
seminars, and thesis.

"Ornithology 172" is
lecture and lab that will
discuss the biology of birds
and is offered for three
units.
Another new class

The parking rates were
finally lowered from $1.50
to $1 on Nov. I.
According to City

May that the city found out
about the structure
deficiencies in the garage.
At that time, city engineers
were called to investigate.
Their report stated that
there was a very "serious
problem at the garage"
and that an outside
structural specialist should
study it.
structural
The
engineering firm Cygna of
materials were improperly San Francisco was hired by
the city in June. It released
selected and construction
an Oct. 4 report stating that
inspections were negligent.
the garage "cannot be
David Nevis, a San
Jose attorney, was hired by considered to be in
reasonable conformance of
the city to handle the case.
( 1 9 7 0 Uniform
The suit claims that in the
a series of letters from the Building) code. During an
defendants between Dec. earthquake . . . the cond19, 1972 and Sept. 27, 1973, itions are such that some
the city was reassured the parts of the structure may
garage completed on Dec. separate and collapse,"
Two days later the city
8,1972 was sound.
It was not until this closed the garage and
firm of NAM Inc. with
withholding information
that the building’s frame
was unsound, building

Closure of the garage
tripled parking rates
at Fourth Street lots
Attorney Robert Logan, the
city charges in the suit that
the architect, engineer and
contractor involved in the
construction of the 10-yearold parking garage on
Third and St. John streets
were negligent.
Logan said, the suit,
charges San Jose architect
Allan M. Walter and
Associates, builder Charles
Pankow Inc. and the
structural engineering

f:\
IriA
I0I

The biology department is offering an advanced physiology and
pharmacology lab for two
units. The course is opened
to undergraduates but
priority enrollment will go
to graduate students.
The course is an extensibn of Biology 125 and
include surgical
will
procedures, electro-physiand
analytical
ology
techniques.
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raised the parking rates at
the Fourth Street dirt
parking lots from 50 cents
to $1.50 to compensate for
the revenue lost from the
garage closure.
The city garage on San
Carlos Street, between
Second and Third streets,
also increased its rate from
75 cents (0 51.50.
City Manager Francis
Fox also revealed that
SJSU was never told that a
structural -safety study was
being done on the garage I
"because I didn’t think it
was necessary to cause
apprehension."
students,
SJSU
Associated
Students
representatives
and
University officials took
their protests to City Hall
until the rates were finally
lowered in November.

4 II:LISTA/41 t,,
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Q

50%

Kodak

thefts.
"I am not putting this committee together because
somebody has come around with a big furniture van and
hauled off a load," said Executive Vice President J.
Handel Evans. "It’s just a review committee."
Evans said SJSU property is worth about $20 million.
The committee is expected to report its findings at the
beginning of the spring, 1983 semester.

San Jose files $2 million lawsuit
over condemned parking garage

New science courses
to be offered in Spring
SJ

"Death penalty cases always involve a more lengthy
jury selection because the jurors must be interviewed
regarding their ideas about the death penalty," said Jack
Marshall, prosecuting attorney in the case.
University Police have no suspects in the numerous
purse thefts that occurred on campus this semester.
About 30 purses and wallets containing property

His fingerprints were found at Nielsen’s apartment,
according to San Jose Police records. However,
misplaced files at the department and incorrect records in
Sacramento state offices prevented police from charging

Bookowners beware

By Gary

Donald Cummings could face the dealth penalty if
convicted of the November, 1979 murder of Blythe
Nielsen near SJSU

A jury is being selected for the trial of Donald Cummings, charged with the rape and murder of 59-year-old
Phyllis Higdon in January 1981.
Cummings, enrolled in the now -defunct SJSU ex offender program when Nielsen was killed, was not
arrested until one year after the murder.

alcohol, poison or drugs were present in the victim’s body,
is expected to be completed within two weeks, according
coroner officials.
John Fait, an administrative support officer at the

By Cheryl Greggans
With the semester’s end just a week
away, many students are starting to take
advantage of the Book Store’s offer of
buying back textbooks at 60 percent of
their original price.
But, warns Ron Duval, bookstore
manager, ’tis the season to be cautious.
The buy-back rates offered by the
bookstore make text books a likely target
for those who want to make a quick buck,
he said.
"Textbooks being stolen then sold
back to the bookstore during the buyback period happens a lot," Duval said.
"We get reports of books being stolen
from all over campus."
Duval stressed that the bookstore is
well aware of the problem. "We always
work very closely with the campus police
during the buy-back period," he said,

Cummings.
worth about $1,500 was taken from classrooms, hallways,
The trial has been delayed by several court petitions laboratories and offices at SJSU since late August.
filed by Cummings’ attorney Bryan Shechmeister.
The best prevention against the thefts is
Shechmeister claimed the twin murder charges should be "awareness," according to Russ Lunsford, University
heard separately. His motions were heard by the Police information officer.
California State Supreme Court and denied.
"Just don’t make it easy for someone to take your
The jury selection process is lasting longer than most things," Lunsford said.
trials because Cummings may face the death penalty if
A committee comprised of university and police ofconvicted.
ficials is reviewing the best way to prevent SJSU property

trytip
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Alpha Phi Alpha, the oldest national black fraternity, moved into
its own home this fall Recently pledges went through HeN
Week to meet the image group members claim to maintain in
thee new home, an image which dates backto its founders in
1906, at CorneN Bon/may As founding member described the
appearance of the first imitates -the unhappy victims were led
trembling into our midst’

Fraternity gets new home
Gerald Loeb
mail sent to the president’s house," according to member
house is not a home until someone lives in it.
Until this October, Alpha Phi Alpha, one of four black Vernon Owens.
The new home on 150 S. 12th St. has five rooms, a
SJSU fraternities, had no home.
small meeting area, and a large living room. It was the
There was no house to commemorate America’s
realization of a five-year dream.
oldest and most prestigious national black fraternity.
It is by no means fancy.
APA members lived in apartments and had "all the
Owens pointed to a threadbare table and chairs in a
small corner of the house. "This is where we have our
committee meetings," he said.
While stark on the inside, the house has a lived-in
charm.
A little later, one member brought in a Christmas
tree.
"This is our Chaney Brown tree," president Curt
Washington said. The slightly -scraggly tree was propped
against a corner of the living room.
While not as well off as other fraternities, Owens said,
"We are still together as a group. That’s what’s important."

ABy

The future
Owens said in the future, only the house officers would
be allowed to live in the house. "That way, it will mean
something to get involved," he said.
"A lot of brothers feel more comfortable in an
apartment. They want to have their own freedom, their
own place, but are still members," Owens said.
The house is more or less a meeting place and social
post for black Greeks.
Ironically, in their relations to other black Greeks as
well as the white ones, APA finds itself in the uncomfortable middle.
Owens, for example, recently won a seat on the Interf ra ternity Council, the first black Greek to do so.
He won the treasurer slot even after IFC President
Scott Cooley picked Kevin Foster of Pi Kappa Alpha over
for Owens for vice president twice in the deadlocked vote.
Ricky Coo presents the history of the black fraternity during
Cooley later admitted both sides would have been
angry no matter what the outcome.
Owens had no animosity toward Cooley or other
"Scott thought he was doing the right thing. I guess,"
Greeks. He said his election as treasurer was not Owens said.
necessarily a compromise, as the Daily reported.
His election "was a way to get some black input into
IFC. I took the initiative to improve our relationship with
the other fraternities," Owens said.

Alpha Phi Alpha pledges. (front) Jeff Robinson (back) Bobby
Gasper. Tarry Smith, Tony Rom. and Rickey Cox.

NO.C1‘
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bership: Supreme Court Justice Thurgood Marshall, civil
rights leader Martin Luther King, jazz musician Duke
Ellington, Olympian Jesse Owens, and six congressmen
such as black leaders and spokesmen as Andrew Young,
Adam Clayton Powell, Dick Gregory, Edward Brooke and
Wille Brown are among the impressive.
Other side
California Congressman Ronald Dellums was among
On the other side other black fraternities don’t see it the founding of SJSU’s chapter in 1962.
quite that way, according to fellow APA member Herbert
San Jose’s chapter also has distinguished itself in the
Barry.
APA history book.
"They don’t want to conform to the program. IFC sets
They were regional marching champions in 1981, a
out rules for everyone to go by. They don’t want to do fact in which the members take pride.
that -- they’re more secretive," Barry said.
"I can’t march myself, but they really took it
seriously," Owens said.
APA’s image also angers other Black Greeks.
"We have a definite image in this house," Barry
explained. "We dress a certain way and cur our hair short.
The pledge program and just how we carry ourselves are Little Things
strictly geared towards being professional."
But it’s the little things that also count.
"What some of the other fraternities haven’t face yet
It’s most ambitious is the desire to take 50 children to
is that you hve to promote yourself, generate your own the 1984 Olympics in Los Angeles.
opportunities -- the only way to do that is to play the
Also, the house is planning to establish a tutorial
game now," Barry said.
program at Silver Creek high school in the next semester.
"Blacks will always be black, but you have to identify
On Feb. 12, the house is planning a "Jean Party" with
with other people. The other fraternities haven’t learned white fraternity Sigma Nu.
how to do that yet," he added.
In the past year, the house has donated money to a
Barry also said squabbling between other black black council for hungry families, donated money to the
Greeks reaches bigger proportions because there are Antioch Baptist Church and four turkeys to an old folk’s
fewer black fraternities than white, therefore it is home, according to Owens.
magnified.
All this is keeping with their motto, "First of all,
Berry said another reason for problems with the other servants of all, we shall transcend all."
black fraternitities include APA’s long and noteworthy
President curt Washington pointed out with the pride
past history.
one fact : no APA members has ever flunked out of SJSU.
Vice president Chris Strobe pointed out the house is as
"We wouldn’t let them . . . we’d help every way we
old as the founding fraternity, dating back to 1906.
could, it’s a matter of pride and helping each other,"
Washington said.
Social club
Despite all this, their relations with their four brother
That year, seven black students from Cornell and sister fraternities is strained.
University in Ithaca, N.Y., met to create a literacy society
"They see our involvement as selling out, sort of the
and social club.
’oreo cookie’ syndrome," Barry said.
The idea to form a Greek fraternity was finalized
"They also think that we’re too shrewd money -wise,"
after some bitter dissention between those who favor a he added. "We just play the game better."
social club and the other a secret organization.
None of the officers would give financial details of
Just their pledging procedures bear examining.
obtaining their house, but Barry said it was leasted with
One member beautifully described the appearance of an intent to buy.
the first initiates
"the unhappy victims were led
trembling into our midst."
There was no mention of what they exactly did to the House members
Most of the house members are majoring in business,
pledges but it must have been something.
as well as radio and T.V., Shode said.
The fraternity has had a star-studded past memThey admit having a strong house structure.
Pledges Rod Tralyor and Kevin White admitted most
of the pressure they had was mental. "We really had. to
memorize our history," White said.
Among the activities of which they took part was the
Death March. Here the pledges were paraded around and
marched SJSU at night.
Unlike other SJSU fraternities, APA does not sponsor
open parties.
APA’s 14 pledges marked a new high in pledges.
Adding the other 33 members, it boasts the largest black
membership in the Greek system.
"It you t oars nq in life, if you are lost, or
"We strive to be first," Washington said.
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Elderly avoid the blues
By Joins C. Coto
The holiday blues
Most people would
imagine that feelings of
depression and loneliness
would be especially acute
in a nursing home as the
holiday season approaches.
But this is not the case
at one convalescent home
in San Jose.
According to Sharon
Jones, activities director at
Skyline
Convalescent
Home, residents there are
able to help each other
make the holidays an
exciting time.
The residents at
Skyline, which is the
largest
convalescent
facility in San Jose, all
participate in a decorating
contest. This year, they
will be in charge of
decorating the main dining
room, with arrangements

la

Photos
by
Bart A h You

Patients celebrate Christmas time at San Jose’s O’Connor
Hospital. Above left an elderly couple listen to music
performed in the main hall. Above right, patient Lours Oteri
looks up for the camera. At center, hospital assistant
Menlee Dubner sets up decorations in the hospital.

SPARTAN
BOOKSTOREK
SPARTAN SHOPS

MONDAY
(9:15p.m.)
INC.

Service is our Major

by themconstructed
selves.
Another resident,
Louis Oteri, is a ex -prize
fighter. Oteri, whose ring
name was "Bud Doyle"
was boxer Max Baer’s
chief sparing partner for
five years during the 19306.
He also sparred with Jack
Dempsey.
Oteri has an artificial
eye because of damage he
suffered during a fight.
Oteri said he is enjoying the Christmas
festivities. "If there’s
anything I can do to help,
I’ll be happy to do it," Oteri
said.
According to Jones,
some patients may get
depressed because they
begin reminiscing on the
past and the way things
used to be. Those who have
outlived their families or
don’t have a family near
may get little lonely but
their roommates and the
staff try to keep their
spirits up, Jones said.
After the holidays,
when the activity dies down
a little, is when the
is
most
depression
noticeable.
"The full month of
January, the residents are
a little more withdrawn"
because they are still
reminiscing, Jones said.
In an attempt to have
more of a "family atmosphere" the residents
are served their food in
dishes rather than trays.
Each takes his or her
portion and then passes the
dish on, much as families
do at home.
The family dining
program is good for
socializing and patients’
morale, according to
Aruna Podclatoori, the
dietician. It increases their
appetites and they enjoy
eating more with others,
she said.
Soon, many community and private groups
will also be spreading
Christmas cheer through
the hallways of the convalescent home, singing
carols and bringing gifts.
More than 250 people
volunteer their time to
spend with the residents
each month.
Although most of the
residents at Skyline did not
choose to live there, the
close relationships that
develop between staff
members and patients
helps to fill the void some
may feel.
As one resident danced
to the piano, it was clear
that every attempt will be
made to make this
Christmas a merry one.
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Police, Greeks tell their sides of story
’Open’ parties, law discussed
Second of three parts
Ily Wahl Limb
are
parties
The
"We don’t want to be
the heavies," said San Jose designed primarily to
Deputy Police Chief Ike make money for the
Hernandez. "We just have fraternities.
The greeks feel the
to enforce the law."
Such was the position parties, like Greek Week,
football games and
taken by the SJPD this
initiation rites, are a
semester on open parties
part of Greek life.
genuine
by fraternities at SJSU.
SJPD Capt. Mike Otter
14.
Sept.
Since
recently suggested that the
fraternities have fewer and
smaller parties. "Then
there would be less hassles
and repercussions for
everyone." he said at an
Oct. 12 meeting with the
adfraternities,
ministration and alcohol
beverage control officials.
The main problem is
the noise complaints from
neighbors to SJPD. The
police have no recourse but
to act, Otter said.
Hernandez
echoed
Otter’s feelings. "We don’t
want to make trouble. We
Donald Dushane
have enough to worry
about."
fraternity members have
been cited at open parties
for selling beer without a
license.
Three Theta Chi
members will have their
trial on Jan. 20.
Fraternities have been
incensed at the police interference in what they feel
is their right to have
parties.
"What are we supposed to do -- sell gift
coupons and have cookie
Police Sgt. Mike
sales?" asked Kappa
O’Connor is in charge of the
Sigma member and in- district that includes 10th
coming Inter -Fraternity
and 11th streets. Eight
Council President Nate SJSU fraternities are
Deaton. "How can we do located on those streets.
that when half the comO’Connor has apmunity is too busy sucking proached Inter -Fraternity
on Thunderbird?"
Council members in the
past and tried to reconcile
the police actions with the
Greeks.
Students,
"Our hands are tied in
Parents,
this," O’Connor said. "We
have to enforce the law."
Grandparents
O’Connor has said in
Your Graduation
the past the police would
Christmas Gift
Problem Seltml .

"look the other way" if
there are no complaints
registered. "But once we
get complaints, we have to
and the Alcoholic Beverage
act on them," he said.
Commission can see their
Only
once
this
semester have the police efforts toward solving the
problem.
broken up a party without
One stopping block for
receiving a complaint from
the neighboring com- the Greeks has been the
munity "The officer felt refusal of the Alcoholic
there was a dangerous
situation going on, so he
called for assistance,"
O’Connor said of the Nov 4
bust at Theta Chi.
Feelings between the
fraternities and police have Bu Toni Casco
erupted before with
An SJSU musical
almost -tragic results.
comedy troupe will make
After police broke up a its professional debut as
sorority serenade on Oct. 4, dinner hour entertainment
fraternity members felt from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. Dec.
"fed up," according to one 14 in the Green Parrot
fraternity member.
Restaurant of the Ho:iday
They took their anger Inn at Park Center Plaza,
to the streets in an im- 282 Almaden Blvd.
promptu protest. When
"We plan to approach a
police arrived, the Greeks lot of other hotels and
scattered into their houses.
resorts," said Avery
Summers, who is the
producer, director and
pianist for the troupe which
bills itself, "Musical
Theater Magic."
do
Summers is studying
for her masters degree in
directing at SJSU.
The troupe, which
started from an American
Musical Comedy class last
spring, has been working
on three formats: a
musical review featuring
In a scene out of the
songs
from Broadway done
restless 60’s, police
in a medley -type style
dragged three Greeks out
(singing, acting, dancing);
of their houses and
arrested
them
for an educational format,
disturbing the peace. No offering school songs and
one was hurt, but the movement from the difresulted publicity and hard ferent eras of American
feelings left a bad taste in musical theater, combined
with a verbal history of the
the Greeks’ mouths.
"They were acting like growth of musical theater
a bunch of kids," O’Connor in America; and a minisaid of the arrests. "We musical format, which is a
had to do something. The full musical done with a
situation was getting pretty narrator.
The troupe performed
ugly."
For a while, things its educational format for
betwen the police and the Ponderosa Elementary
Greeks were somewhat School in Sunnyvale for
better until the Nov. 4 $225. Summers said there
are two more schools in,,rrests.
Since then, the frater- terested.
They will perform at
I ies have made new rules
t,t open parties so police the Holiday Inn for $200.

Beverage Commission to
grant a one-day license to
the houses sponsoring
parties.
ABC officials have said
repeatedly that the Greeks
"will never get permits as

long as they are located in
residential areas," according to Bob Holloway,
senior ABC investigator for
Santa Clara County.
"However,
if the
fraternities decide to abide
by the rules they recently
passed, then maby we can
cautiously moe to grant
them a license under a pilot
program," Holloway said.
Holloway said the
details would have to be
worked out, but on the
surface the newly -passed
rules on Nov. 29 were
"pretty sound."
The Inter -Fraternity
Council passed a series of
party guiIelines for next

A nalysis
semester at that meeting.
"They are making
more attempts now to
control their parties than
before," Holloway said.
that’s
least
"At
something."
"We have more important things to do than
bust fraternity parties,"
Deputy Chief Hernandez
said. "They aren’t living in
the best area of town, you
know."
A fraternity accusation

that the police vendetta
against the Greeks due to
brutality charges passed
by a Pi Kappa Alpha
member against an SJSU
officer was, in Hernandez’
words, "ridiculous. We
don’t take our frustrations
out on the fraternities."
"There is no truth to
that whatsoever," Hernandez said.
"We don’t have time
for vendettas -- we have
too much to do."

Student talent turns professional

’What are we supposed to -sell gift coupons and have
cookie sales?’ --Nate Deaton
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SJSU dance troupe will open at Hokday Inn, 282 Alamaden Blvd. Dec. 14 with songs from Broadway done in a medley type style.
(top I to r) Avery Summers, JO Letber, Daniel Van (middle I to rl Keith Gehrig, Claudia Borish, Elizabeth Medeiros, Barbara Flynn,
Tammy Warshawsky
"At this stage,"
Summers said, "we are
operating at minimal
money, but members live
in the area and we see it as
an ongoing thing. I hope to
be making a living from it
in a year," she said.
Summers is joined by
performers:
Elizabeth
Medeiros, Susie Stone,
Claudia Borish, Barbara
Flynn, Keith Gehrig,
Daniel Yarr and Jeffrey

Leffler. Drummer and
percussionist is Tammy
Warshawsky.
Among the numbers
performed by the troupe
will be: "Comedy Tonight"
from "A Funny Thing
Happened On the Way to
the Forum," "Trouble"
Man,"
"Music
from
"Magic To Do" from
"The
"Pippin,"
Boyfriend" from "The
Boyfriend," "America.’

from "West Side Story,"
and "Mona" from "Paint
Your Wagon."
Summers said the
group auditioned for the
Holiday Inn when theater
director Bob Jenkins told

her that the restaurant was
looking for some sort of
musical theater entertainment to draw the
after-hour audience over
from the Center for the
Performing Arts.

Christmas show
begins Saturday

"Christmas in the Park" returns to San Jose for ifs
third year with a show 20 percent larger than in the past.
The 18-day Christmas wonderland opens Saturda
Dec. 11 in the Park Plaza at Market and San Carlos streets
TEER CENTER .0
in downtown San Jose.
Challenging
Santa Claus and other Christmas characters will
make their appearnce at 7 p.m. in a parade. Santa will he
Volunteer Opportunities
present to greet children every day through Christmas
and Internships Available
Eve, week days from 3 to 9 p.m., Saturdays from 11 a.m
to 8 p.m. and Sundays from noon to 9 p.m.
Throughout the Year
The one-and -one-half acre Christmas fantasyland will
244-5252
delight children and adults alike with animated elves.
’,an Jose. CA 9512:f reindeer, snowmen, Santa’s workshop, trains, decorated
2131 The Alameda
trees, as well as the traditional Nativity scene.
Don Lima of San Jose displayed the Christmas scene
at his business on Willow St. for 25 years until he donated
if to the city.
The city was unable to maintain the display because
Iii a lack of funds, so Lima and Bruce Pohle formed the
Christmas Display Committee, which is now in charge of
maintaining the display for future use.
There is no admission charge to see the display.
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WE BUY YOUR BOOKS
WE HAVE SHORTER LINES
WE PAY 60%
WE DO NOT REQUIRE A RECEIPT
WE BUY BOOKS ON SATURDAY
WE PAY 60%
WE BUY PAPERBACKS
WE BUY BOOKS EVERY DAY
WE PAY 60/0
WE BUY CLASS SYLLABUSES
WE BUY BOOKS BOUGHT AT
OTHER STORES
YES -- WE BUY STUDY GUIDES
YES -- WE PAY 60/0
YES -- WE BUY ANY CURRENT EDITION

ROBERTS
BooKsToRE&
ART SUPPLY

rl

STUDY 24 HOURS

ft

The Student Union will be open 24
hours a day during finals week:
Mon. through thurs., December 1 1,
14, 1 5 and 16.
Evening guides are available all night.
Free coffee available 10:00p m.-3a .m
and sandwiches for sale.

330 south It mt 11
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Indochinese meet little backlash in search for freedom
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by Ken Carlson
The Indochinese came
to the United States for the
same obvious reason -freedom Once here, they
’confront a sophisticated
economy based on mass
consumption. Whereas in
Vietnam a father’s income
could comfortably support
a large family, in the
United States, both spouses
must work.
"You feel very
replaceable," said Thi To
Dien, a former coordinator
for the Indochinese
Teacher Preparation
program, who resigned this
fall to coordinate Vietnamese resettlement for
Santa Clara County. Dien is
the wife of a former
congressman of South
Vietnam. Her husband
remains in a re-education
camp in the now Communist country. She
has not heard from him
directly since she got her

"First time you meet
someone," said Tran
Dzeng, vice president of
the VSA, "people look at
you and test you. But after
awhile they know you’re
OK and everything is just
fine . . . and we become
Americans."
Some members of the
VSA, however, did experience resentment in
high school, an environment often hostile to
social oddities.
Most agree that adjustment takes two to twoand -one-half years. Chinh
Nguyen, VSA president,
said that when he first
settled in Tennessee he
became so used to happygo-lucky relations with
Americans, both old and
young, that he forgot his
manners when he moved to
the heavily concentrated
Vietnamese community in
San Jose

exhibit an anachronistic
wholesomeness. The past
month they have met every
week losing patriotic songs
in preparation for an upcoming inter -campus
festival they are hosting in
January.

The new immigrants
I

;it S.ISt

Third of four parts
out."
Vimean Khata, a
freshman education major,
formerly of Cambodia, said
the minority groups where
she lives are the coldest to
her. "I talk to them; they
don’t talk back," she said.
At those times, she said, "I
want to go back to my
country, because I don’t
want to be looked down
upon."
Khau wasn’t looked
down upon by an American

first," Pham said. "But my
mom thought it was a crazy
idea - just like a lot of
other people (thought). But
I didn’t think it was crazy."
Pham has seen Vietnamese girls shirk their
shyness. "Usually a guy is
supposed to make friends
with a girl, not the other
way around," she said.
"Good girls go to
school and go home right
way. But now I see them
join activities in school,

Pham plans to raise a
family and hopes her
children will "follow both
cultures and pick out what
is good and what is bad."
There are also mixed
beliefs about the sexual
freedoms. "I don’t say it’s
good or bad," Dzeng said.
"(But) if I marry I want to
stay with my wife
forever."
He explained that
individuals should choose a
mate with similar family

The men take turns
leading the chorus and
seem to assume leadership
as a matter of character
and duty. They are very
organized, coordinating the
guitar accompaniment and
the synchronized singing.
Within the club, the
men hold inflated titles like
secretary of education,
however the titles are not
complete facades. The
group’s accomplishments
include
a
literary
magazine published twice
a semester, tutoring services, fund-raisers and the
upcoming festival, expected to draw 3,000
Vietnamese students from
around the state.
The group is short of
money but
president
Nguyen intends to ask A.S.
for more than the $400 the
club received this fall. He

problem. Otherwise the
next generation might be
100
percent
Americanized."
Familial, political, and

We have mixed beliefs
about sexual freedoms . . .
divorce is almost a crime.
cultural values aside, the
group mainly encourages
fellowship. "You have to
understand
foreign
students living in a foreign
said.
land,"
Nguyen
"Getting them together is
to do something precious."

Dung is determiined to
return after the envisioned
revolution, although he
said he wouldn’t follow
others he knows have
returned to fight with the
resistance.

During the summer the
group camped or picnicked
at the beach in Santa Cruz
or Monterey.

"You say, ’I love my
country, I want to fight,’ "
Dung said. "But what is
your technique? If you can
live in the jungle, if you can
live without food, then you
can fight. But where can
you learn to do that in this
country?"

The Vietnamese have
also
adopted
many
American pastimes, such
as football, amusement
parks and rock ’n’ roll.
Nguyen’s
favorite
bands are AC/DC and Pink

’There is always
nostalgia for the country
of origin.’
--Thi To Dien
Indian Vietnam veteran
she met at the junior high
where she is a student
teacher. She said the
conversation was pleasant
and he showed her his scar.
In fact, of the VSA
members who had contact
with Vietnam veterans, the
relationships were friendly.

Vimean Khau
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two children out in 1975.
"I think for the first
semester," Dien said of her
former students, "There is
always nostalgia for the
country of origin."
Besides getting used to
language and modes of
urban life -- transportation, business, propriety,
filling out forms, the immigrants must overcome
their own old biases.
Because police in
Vietnam were often
corrupt. American police
are not trusted in the
Vietnamese community.
Further, the bail bonds
system is seen simply as
institutionalized bribe.
Backlash against the
immigrants has occurred
in lower-class areas of San
Jose, perhaps causing the
rise of Indochinese youth
gangs in the late ’70s.
The Si Se Puede
program was started in
1979 to ease racial tensions,
and according to the
county, the program has
worked.
Backlash
about
Questions
backlash draw smiles from
members of the VietStudent
namese
Association. More than 100
Vietnamese are majors in
the impacted Electrical
ngineering Department,
devertheless, and the
foreign students say they
have experienced no
resentment.

Kuri Kopp

"I used to be very
polite to older people (in
Vietnam)," Nguyen said.
"I acted carefree in
Tennessee . . . so when I
talk to (older) Vietnamese
I’m not so polite anymore."
Traditionally, younger
Vietnamese are supposed
to bow to elders, for
example, when the family
entertains guests, or at
formal events.
’Welcome wagon’
Phuong Trang Pham, a
computer science student,
also had trouble with U.S.
demography. When her
family settled in Richmond, Ohio, population
12,000, the neighbors
brought out the welcome
wagon. The Phams were
the only Vietnamese family
in town: consequently all
Pham’s friends were
Americans. "I didn’t get
their jokes," Pham said,
however the interaction
facilitated her language
training. "I don’t know
when I started to speak
more fluently. It just
happened."
The Phams moved to
the Berryessa district in
San Jose two years ago.
Vietnamese have replaced
with
friends
their
Americans, a novelty in the
small midwestern town,
Pham blends well into the
Bay Area collage.
"I don’t even know my
neighbors," she said.
"People move in, and move

Females sheltered
Khau
Pham and
represent the Indochinese
woman in transition. While
acceptable careers have
not been denied Indochinese women in the
past, females have been
sheltered socially.
In the United States
Pham and Khau are torn
between new choices and
cherished traditions.
Pham, a computer science

and I think their parents
should open up to that."
Some parents still
disagree, Pham said,
because they fear their
daughters will get involved
with men
While the students
generally agree they enjoy
their political and
educational
freedoms
found in the United States,
they think some aspects of
the culture are too lax.
Divorce
"Virginity
is
not
prevalent) here compared
to what we have in our
country," Dzeng said.
"Roughly
speaking,
divorce is almost a crime
in Vietnam)."
"I don’t know what
others feel," Pham said,
"but I think a girl should

’I hope in the future our
children will know where
they come from.’ --Dung
major, wants to minor in keep her virginity until
dance; however, it is taboo marriage, because I feel
for a Vietnamese girl to like your husband is the one
appear on stage, either to you really love.
dance or sing.
"Among Americans
Plans to join the Air you see a lot of divorce, and
Force after graduation do I don’t want to see that
not sit well with her happen to the Vietnamese.
parents. "He (father) just I believe that value is
said finish your degree (still) very strong."

SJSU students Chinh Nguyen (far left; and his brother Long, (front row, third from left) celebrate
the Vietnamese New Years, in the old country several years ago. In this photo, Chinh was 10,
and Long was new Their mother has her arm around Chinh. She and three daughters remain in
Vietnam.
values.
Nguyen conceded that
he may have to accept
iivorce someday.
James Freeman,
Anthropology Department
chairman, who is writing a
book on the Indochinese in
the Bay Area, suspects
divorce is rising in the
Vietnamese community.
He said in the cases he
knew of, the divorces were
being initiated by women
over issues of economic
independence.
A number of Vietnamese women at SJSU
were raped by Thai pirates
on the lawless seas. Such
victims have been know to
abandonment
suffer
because of their loss of
to
according
virtue,
Freeman.

is puzzled, however, at
which avenue to take. He
thought the $400 was too
small. The club wants
some of the money for a
resource center at the
university for the 1,000
Vietnamese students he
expects will enter SJSU
within the next two years.

Floyd, although he also
likes soft rock.
Other pastimes are
universal, for example,

Dung left his family in
Chicago five years ago to
find
economic
independence and wound up
in Chico. He took odd jobs
to raise money for school.
He swept streets, bused
tables, learned English and
went to Mass, in a weekly
routine lasting two years.
On a visit to San Jose,
he met the "girl of his
dreams," and moved to the
area. He reconciled with
members of his family and
gave them money for a
down payment on a house
He then whizzed through a
year at a community
college and two years at
UC-Berkeley, then went to
work for an electronics
firm.
He now owns a home,
which he rents to a Vietnamese family.
Dung was recently laid
off.
But he doesn’t seem to
mind that much. He
prefers life now, to the
loneliness in Chico. He has

’If you can live in the
jungle, if you can live
without food, then you
can fight.’ --Dung

’Keep own identity’
"Each individual has
to try to keep his own
identity," said Diep Dung,
"secretary of education."
"I hope in the future our fishing off the pier.
children will know where
Seven years after the
they come from.
fall of Saigon, the Viet"Black Americans still namese have one foot in the
have problems with that. United States and one foot
But I don’t want my in Vietnam. Commonly, the
children to have that restless say they plan to

’No such stigma’
However, Dung said
that within the VSA there is
no such stigma.
The VSA members.
who number about 350.

return to their country.
that they’re here only
temporarily to learn skills
useful to Vietnam’s
reconstruction.

his master’s degree, his
house and he plans to
marry. He is writing a book
about his life and the
woman he loves.
For now, it is a time of
peace.

When thn sun goes down,
Domino’s Pizza gets busy
preparing tile most
convenien’ last food you
can get. JLst pick up your
phone, dial the number,
and a Domino’s pizza is
only 30 minutes away.
That’s all it takes, and we
never charge for delivery.

Help us fill our stocking
for Xmas.

Give us a call. Domino’s
Pizza will make your Late
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
ImItod deltvery area
1980 Dorninds Pizza

A typeset resume makes
your qualifications look
more attractive
Typesetting is the most effective means of
communicating words on paper. Thus, typeset
resumes are easy to read, and look organizied
and stylish. In the eyes of employers, the
typeset resume is a symbol of qualify

We typeset one -page resumes
for 15 plus tax
Give us 2 to 3 days to prepare your resume
Call or come by ...
HO 1 Nan Carlos Street, San lose 408/298-4455

WO university
(NEXT TO McDONALDS, ABOVE BLIMP)ES)
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SELL US YOUR BOOKS!

ROBERTS
nooKsr1’ORE8E
ART St 11)11,Y
330 south tenth street at san carlos
san jose, ca. 95112
286-0930
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Two dollars
off!

$200 off a large 16
Deluxe or Vegi pizza
ordered after 10:00pm
only!
One coupon per pizza
Exp’res:
Feet, Free Delivery
510 S. 10th Street
San Jose, CA
Phone. 298-4300
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By Bram Wong

the best middle blocker in
the nation.
"Don’t worry about
Collins that much," UOP’s
Liskevych said. "She’ll get
her points. You’ve got to
exploit the other people."
which
Stanford,
defeated the Lady Spartans
in a non -conference match,
visited Hawaii two weeks
ago and lost two close
matches.
"They’re a great ball
control team," Stanford
assistant coach Don Shaw
said. "They dig and pass
well. They just don’t beat
themselves."
Stanford had trouble
holding leads against teh
Wahines.
"When you get Hawaii
down, that’s when they are
the most dangerous," Shaw
said. "Collins, Pulaski and
Kaapuni are their main
people, but they all play
real well when they’re
down. They also seem to
keep the ball in play."
SJSU’s DeGroot said
the Lady Spartans plan on
juggling their lineup in an
effort to confuse Hawaii.

"The key is to go after
them," said DeGroot, who
was an assistant with
Hawaii in 1979. "If we go
out there and are tight,
forget it. We shouldn’t beat
them on paper, but any
team is beatable. I feel I
know how to beat them."
"I think San Jose is a
little bigger than we are,"
Stanford’s Shaw said. "San
Jose blocks well and
Hawaii covers well. San
Jose State is a good enough
team to beat them. If they
pull it off, San Jose will be
in the driver’s seat."

SJSU.
"You can’t blame him for
connow
"I’m
that. But it’d be nice to
centrating on recruiting
have him here."
and getting some first class
Frasco, who redstudent football players to
shirted this season, will be
help meet our past sucbattling for the starting
cess," he said. "I’m going
quarterback position next
to be here for awhile."
year. An honorable
All-American
mention
junior college quarterback
During his four years
at Santa Ana junior college as the Spartans’ head
in 1981, Frasco said coach, Elway directed his
Elway’s presence was a big teams to a 30-14-1 record.
reason he came to SJSU.
His 1982 team finished the
"Coach Elway is the season 8-3, including wins
main reason I came here," over three Pac-10 teams:
Frasco said. "I’d be very Oregon, Stanford and
disappointed if he left but Oregon State.
there’s nothing we can do
In 1981 Elway led the
about it. He’s one of the
best coaches I’ve ever Spartans to a 9-3 finish, the
PCAA championship, a
had."
Elway said he has no national ranking in the Top
regrets in remaining at 20 and a berth in the

inaugural California Bowl
in Fresno. The season
ended with Elway named
the PCAA "Coach of the
Year." Before coming to
SJSU Elway was the head
coach at Cal State’
Northridge for three
seasons.

’The
The Lady Spartan Liskevych said
volleyball team can’t af- others aren’t bad, but
ford to make many they’re not the caliber of
mistakes tomorrow night if other teams."
Hawaii’s top threats
they want to upend heavily favored Hawaii in a NCAA are Deitre Collins, Kori
and Joyce
Pulaski
Northwest Volleyball
Regional at Cal Poly -San Kaapuni. Collins, a 5-foot 11 middle blocker with 267
Luis Obispo.
That is the analysis kills and an incredible .417
offered by coaches con- hitting percentage, comtacted by The Spartan bines with Pulaski (193
kills, .293) to form one of
Daily.
"I don’t think Hawaii is the country’s top front unbeatable," University of lines.
Kaapuni, a setter, runs
the Pacific coach Terry
Liskevych said. "If San the Wahines’ 6-2 offense.
Jose State plays well, Other Hawaii players to
watch are outside hitters
they’re capable of doing it.
Kris Pulaski, Marcie Worts
San Jose has no pressure at
all. They’re not expected to and Missy Yomes and
Lisa
blocker
win the match Hawaii, middle
however, has a lot of Strand.
go
out
"We’ll have to
pressure. They’re expected
to win the whole tour- and play the best we can,"
SJSU assistant Dave
nament."
DeGroot said. "We’ll put
The Wahines from
our strongest players to
Honolulu have been ranked
combat their strongest.
No. tin the nation for most
of the season. Hawaii, 37-2 We’ve got to slow Collins
last year, has won 29 of 30 down and make them go to
matches this season, the other hitters."
Slowing Collins down is
lone loss to UOP.
easier said than done. The
"They have three good
lanky Collins is considered
players and no bench,"

VOLLEY NOTES: In eight
years at Hawaii, Coach
Dave Shoji has compiled a
218-43 record.
SJSU’s Kim Kayser
has regained her starting
job at outside hitter,
replacing Linda Fournet.
"Linda’s better coming off
the bench," coach Dick
Montgomery said.
KSJS-FM 91 will
broadcast
tomorrow’s
match beginning at 4:50
p.m.

EL WAY
Contnued loom pop.)

at Berkeley after Roger
Theder was fired. Elway
bowed out and the job went
to California alumnus Joe
Kapp.
Last month Elway’s
name was mentioned as a
possible successor to the
ousted Muddy Waters as
the head coach at Michigan
’State. Elway said he was
by
hever contacted
Michigan State nor did he
contact them.
Talk of Elway’s
possible departure to the
l’SFL was felt among
current Spartan football
players, wide receiver Eric
Richardson and quarterback Bob Frasco.
"He’s trying to better
himself," Richardson said.

Elway was also
honored this season by
being named the head
coach of the West team in
the East-West Shrine
Game at Stanford Stadium
on Jan. 15.

He will be reunited
with SJSU quarterback
Steve Clarkson and his son,
John, the two West team
quarterbacks.

Sophomore outside hitter Linda Fournet tires a spike past a
Cal blacker in an earlier match this season. Fournet, who
has started the last two games. will be back in a reserve

Spartan schedule
Plenty of spectator
sports events are
scheduled during the
winter break for SJSU
students.
Both of SJSU’s
basketball squads will be
in action as well as the
Spartans’ wrestling
team.
Coach Bill Berry’s
men’s basketball team

will be at Civic
Auditorium for home
games against Loyola
Marymount (Dec. 22),
University of San Diego
(Dec. 23), Fullerton State
(Jan. 13), UC-Irvine
(Jan. 15) and University
of the Pacific (Feb. 3).
Tipoff is 8:05 p.m. for all
games
The Spartans’ road

games are at the Las
Vegas Holiday Classic
(Dec. 28-29), University
of the Pacific (Jan. 6),
Utah State (Jan. 8), Santa
Clara (Jan. 18), Santa
Barbara (Jan. 22), UCIrvine (Jan. 27) and
Fullerton State (Jan. 29).
Women’s basketball
coach Sharon Chatman
will have her squad on the

court at Spartan Gym for
home games against
Pacific Christian (Jan.
29), University of Oregon
(Feb. 3) and Oregon State
University (Feb. 5 ) .
Starting time is 7:30 p.m.
The Lady Spartans
travel to Washington
20),
State
(Jan.
University of Washington
(Jan. 22) amd California
(Jan. 27).

Sir Now.

role when SJSU takes on No. 1 Hawaii tomorrow night in
the Northwest Regional.

SJSU outmuscles Gators, 28-6
The undefeated SJSU
wrestling team made it
nine straight victories with
a 28-6 decision over host
San
Francisco
State
Tuesday night.
Spartan
wrestlers
captured eight of 10
the
against
matches
Gators. SJSU winners were
Ciprian
David
118

pounds), Brad Gustafson match. The Spartans will
(126 pounds), John Mit- also compete at Utah
tlestead (134 pounds), State’s Beehive TourFriday and
David Barnes ( 142 nament
pounds), Jay Slivkoff (150 Saturday.
Coach T.J. Kerr’s
pounds), Pat Huyck (158
pounds), Chris Atkinson squad returns home next
(177 pounds) and Andy week for 7:30p.m. matches
against Athletes in Action
Tsarnas ( 190 pounds).
SJSU visits Utah State (Dec. 13) and Ohio State
tonight for a non-league (Dec. 16).

Make this
space work
for you!
Advertise in the
Spartan Daily

SPARTAGUIDE

WE WILL BUY U
YOUR BOOKSC
THE

The San Jose State
University Gamelon are
traditional
a
having
gamelon music event at
8:15 p.m. on Friday in the
SJSU Concert Hall. For
more information call
Trish Neilsen at 277-2905

The Campus Ministry
will hold a Christmas
Boutique from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. today in the Campus
Christian Center, 300 S.
10th St. Call 298-0204 for
more information.
. .

ME S s
410,
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Art and nature have combined
II

to create the beauty. You have our
assurance of the quality and value.
Few decisions you make %%ill gi%
you greater or more lasting pleasure than
the selection of your engagement ring and wedding
bands. No one appreciates that more than the
people who will assist you here.

ROBERI’S

BOOKSTORE&
ART SUPPLY
3:10

south tenth at sun curios

Johnson w, Co.
JEWELERS

III Stanford Shopping CenterPolo Alto
321-0764
"One store that specializes in one thing. . . Quality."

Campus Ministry is
having a "meet and eat"
from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
today in the Campus
Christian Center. For more
information call Norb
Firnhaber at 298-0204.

formation call Lisa at 2772047.

The Black Students of
Engineering will meet at
6:30 tonight in Eng. rm.
148. For more informatine
call Kevin Merchant Ft
Sorority
Beta
3190.
Eta Phi
is having a Vesper Candlelight Service at 6 p.m.
The Printmakers of
on Sunday in the Spartan SJSU will present the
Memorial Chapel.
"Printmaking
Annual
Juried Student Exhibition"
The Lesbian and Gay through Dec. 17 at Art
Student Union will have a Department galleries 4, 5
Christmas party at 7 p.m. and 8 and in hall cases on
tomorrow. For more in- the first and third floors

For more information call
Dayra Hubenthal at 2982526.

The Women’s Center
and the San Jose P^ace
Center will hold a vigil arid
form a picket line in front
of various downtown
pornographic bookstore*
from 5 to 7 p.m. tomorrow.
Participants should meet
at First and San Salvador
streets. For more information, call Karen
Hester at 277-2047.

Invites you to join them from
4:30-7:00 Mon-Thurs and 4:30-10:30
Fri-Sat for their special dinners.
Price of Entree Includes:
Soup & Salad
Tortellini Appetizer
Coffee
2 Fresh Vegetables & Entrees
"For freshness and homemade quality Paolo’s
has no peer. No one has greater joy in sharing
the bounty of this earth, as new dishes come out of
their kitchen than the Allen Family."
Robert Lawrence BalzarFood Critic

For Reservations
294-2558

12th & Santa Clara Streets
San Jose, California
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Admissions and Records director plans more changes
By Jacguie loth
air (1
Admissions
registration procedures at
SJSU underwent several
and saw the
changes
beginning of many more
this semester under the
direction of Admissions
and Records Director
Edgar Chambers.
who
Chambers.
replaced former director
Jerry Houseman as head of
the department this fall.
vowed at the beginning of
to
semester
the
’’streamline" the admissions system.
"In the week and a half
that I’ve been at SJSU," he
said early in September,
"I’ve seen some cumbersome processes that
need to be looked at. and
some that don’t quite jell to
me."
One of the first changes
Chambers made this
semester was to discard
SJSU’s unconditional
admissions process, often
blamed in the past for
slowing down admissions
here.

Admissions
unthe
Under
conditional admissions
who
students
procedure.
applied here last spring
and in the past were
allowed to submit applications until about two
weeks into the semester.
comparison,
By
Chambers said he will stop
accepting applications for
next semester after Jan.
14 -- one week prior to the
beginning of the semester.
One result of the
decision became apparent
in October when Chambers
reported that spring applicants would be hearing
from admissions about a
month sooner this year
than last.
Also in October.
Chambers reorganized the
admissions office, closing
the counter area where
students previously applied
and
graduation
for
lengthening office hours.
Chambers announced
later that month that a new
computerized admissions
system would become
operational by 1983.
As a result of this new
system, students who apply
for admissions to SJSU

neginnitig in tall 1904 may
be notified of acceptance
up to a week earlier than
this semester, he said.
"Right now, it takes
from seven to 10 days from
the time an applicant’s file
is complete to get
notification in the mail," he
said in October. "This I new
system ) should cut out that
time to three or four days."
Chambers was also
respansible this semester
two
initiating
for
Registration Committee
reviews of admissions and
records procedures.

Petition process
On Nov. 22, Chambers
requested that a review be
conducted of SJSU’s late add petition procedure
which he said resulted in a
misleading student census
figure.
This figure is converted into "full-time
equivalent students" which
is the basis for the
university’s budget
allocation from the CSU
system.
The lower the number
of FTES enrolled, the lower
the number of dollars SJSU
receives, Chambers said.
The current late -add
petition policy allows
students to add classes and
become enrolled at SJSU
after the official add -drop
period and student census
has ended.
This semester, the
petition process will allow
students to register for
classes until Dec. 22.
Although he said he
does not want to eliminate
the petition. Chambers did
say he would like to see an
submissions
earlier
deadline.

Add-drop review
Another Registration
Review
Committee
initiated by Chambers in
November was of the
add/drop procedure.
The current add/drop
procedure at SJSU allows
students to add or drop a
course during the first
three weeks of each

Prager
WINDS Is pp 1
Several of Prager’s students said they plan to "pull as
many strings as we can" to support Prager. Plans include
a letter -writing campaign to local assemblymen, contacting the Mercury News and trying to meet with
Fullerton.
.
"We want her Fullerton) to realize how important
Prager is to us," said Dana Williams, junior Administration of Justice major.
Prior to the hearing, a student petition with 165
signatures was given to Fullerton to protest Prager’s
firing.
Student evaluations of Prager have put him in the top
10 percent of SJSU professors for the last three years.
"No one has questioned that Prager is outstanding in
the department," Duman said. Duman then questioned
the committee member’s attitude during the hearing.
"This committee was anxious to get this thing
’hearing) over with," Duman said. While Duman said he
had experiences with hurried committees before, he
. added. "This is the first committee I’ve seen do this when
they had a man’s career in their hands."
.
Duman said the Prager grievance was the last one he
will handle after 10 years’ participation. He suggested the
only faculty members who want to serve on grievance
. committees be selected.
Currently, faculty members are chosen at random to
serve on grievance committees. Twenty-five percent of
" the faculty members are chosen to serve, from which
three members are drawn for a hearing committee.
Daily reporter Jacquie Toth contributed to this story.

Between the innocent, the romantic, the sensual.
and the unthinkable.
There are still some things we have yet to imagine.
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semester
C ha rotor. fall
"I want to change the
recommended that this be
change to a two-week drop actual flow of documents so
’class
request forms) come
period and a three-week
to (admissions) staff inadd period.
stead of to departments,"
The first two weeks he said last month. "The
of the semester, students reason l’n) stressing this is
would be allowed to add that the sooner our staff
and drop classes, but only has the opportunity to
adding would continue correct errors in the forms,
through the third week, he the less work there is down
said.
the road."
Benton
White,
to
addition
In
chairman
of
the
redirecting class request
Registration Committee,
said in November that forms so students submit
neither of Chambers’ them directly to adChambers
missions,
recommendations could be
suggested that advance
instituted earlier than fall
shortened
be
registration
1983.
from three to two weeks to
Also in November,
help speed up the process.
Chambers began asking for
"input" from SJSU school
Chambers also said he
deans about his ideas to
hopes to issue rubber
change the advance stamps to departments
registration process next that require advisement so

iii iii iii urn score ot :.150 on
order issued tn, the board trance exam test scores
In November, the
the
TOEFL;
unlast year.
board passed a resolution
dergraduate applicants
toughening requirements
must seem at least 500.
Freshmen students
who apply next fall will
systemwide for students
Prior to the board’s
ChamIn addition to
who speak English as a decision, Title 5 of the state
have to complete four
California
bers, the
education code did not
years of English and two
second language.
University board of years of math high school
specify minimum scores
trustees have been the or community college level
Under this resolution, and, at SJSU, a score of
instigators of several
500
-- not 550 -- has been
to be eligible for ac- all students who speak
changes to admissions at
ceptance at a CSU campus
English as a second required for graduate
SJSU this semester.
language, but who have not students.
Currently. SJSU and taken three years of high
other CSU campuses school taught in English,
These
nevi
require only that a student must take the Test of
Stricter admissions
requirements will probably
achieve a minimum score English as a Second first be applied to fall 1983
Beginning in fall 1984,
on an "eligibility index" Language, or "TOEFL."
incoming freshmen will
applicants,
Drucilla
computed from his or her
face stricter admissions
In addition, graduate Redwine,
assistant
high school grade point applicants who fall into this
requirements at SJSU
director of admissions and
because of a system -wide average and college en- category must achieve a
records, said last month.

that advisers can validate
their approval of class
request forms with more
than a signature.
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SJSU grads show art
in live -performance style

IRENE
DAUS’

By Bruce Barton

30-year

"Opera is the greatest complex art form in
existence -- it combines so many different forms of art.
People never know where to classify opera. . . ."
Irene Dalis, director of SJSU’s Community Opera
Theater, saw her first opera, "Aida," in San Francisco
as a young child. It was the start of a life-long love
affair that would take her around the globe and
through 20 consecutive years as a lead mezzo soprano
with the New York Metropolitan Opera. She would
perform the role of Amneris in "Aida" many times
before she was done.
Dalis, a native of San Jose, graduated from SJSU
in 1946, with a double major of piano and voice. SJSU
had no opera program at the time, and the voice
department had one teacher, Maureen Thompson.
She went on to Columbia University in New York,
where she received her master’s degree in music in
1947.
"I didn’t start studying voice seriously until I was
working on my master’s degree," Dalis said. "My
family made it monetarily possible; they insisted that I
study with a master or no one at all. Being in a place
like New York, I really had the pick of some pretty
good teachers."
The teacher Dalis chose was Edith Walker, a
veteran of the Metropolitan Opera who would only take
four students at onetime. She studied with Walker until
the singer’s death in 1949.
In 1951, Dalis won a Fulbright award and went to
study in Milano. Italy. with Otto Mueller, a German
musician who spoke five languages fluently.
It was in Milano that she would start her opera
career.
"Auditioning is one of the most horrible parts
about a career, and usually you audition and you
audition and you audition, and you get depressed and
you get discouraged. But the truth of the matter is, I
sang one audition and got a contract. That’s just plain
luck -- the kind I wish for my young people."
She auditioned for Hans Georg Ratjen, director of
the Oldenburg Opera in Northern Germany. She was
signed not only to sing with the company, but to sing in
lead roles.
As with many advances in her career, Dalis attributes her first contract to the tremendous good
fortune that has always followed her career.
3ut didn’t she have something special that got her
thaw. breaks?

"What it really was, was that I was such a hotshot
It was right after the war, and the German singers just
couldn’t study during the war. I could.
"I was going to school here in 1942, through 1946.
We were at war, but I was still getting my education."
Today it is not as easy for American singers to win
contracts in Europe, she explained; the post-war
generation of European singers has caught up.
In 1953, while she was still studying under Mueller,
good luck once again visited Dalis’ career.
Mueller’s roommate and cousin, Roberto Bowers.
was also a talent scout for Rudolph Bing, general
manager of New York’s Metropolitan Opera. Bowers
arranged an audition for Dalis.
Bing asked her if she had ever done the judgment
scene f rom "Aida."
No, she had not.
Could she read the part?
Yes, of course.
Mueller snuck out after lunch with Bing ( who did
not yet know Mueller was Dalis’ voice teacher) and
rehearsed the scene with her that afternoon.
As Bing and Mueller sat at the dinner table that
night, sipping their soup, Bing announced his decision;
he had heard a fantastic young singer that day, one
Yvonne Dalis (her original name), and wished to sign
her immediately and take her to the Met.
Mueller confessed that he was the girl’s teacher,
and told Bing that she would not be ready for four
years, at least. She had not yet had enough stage experience.
"Exactly four years later, I made my debut at the
Met," she said. "They changed my name to Irene for
the stage. I made my debut in the same role as my
debut in Oldenburg -- Princess Eboli in "Don Carlo..
(by Verdi ), on March 16,1957."
Dalis was to recreate the role over a hundred times
during her career at the Met.
During her career, she performed over 40 roles,
and appeared at the San Francisco Opera, the Berlin
Opera, and the Beirauth Summer Festival in Germany. Her stay at the Met lasted 20 years, until her
final performance in 1977, in Puccini’s "Tritico."
"In those 20 years, I literally performed every
existing major dramatic mezzo soprano role."
Because of the exceptionally dark timbre of her
voice, Dalis played dramatic mezzo roles -- always
.villainous ones.
"The roles I did in my career were the roles that
made all the trouble onstage. If there was a murder. I
did it. I played the heavy all the time . . I could’ve
never gotten a laugh. I went mad many times."

evils. We
want to expose them in a
fresh, unique way."
Sorkin, 22, works with
sound and poetry, the
sound providing a mood to
the themes evident in the
literature. In one poetry
reading, titled "Wanjiru,"
Sorkin reads a myth from
Ghana Africa about a
woman sacrificed by her
people to make rain,
amidst background voices
making racial remarks.
"I’m going to have
problems with that one,"
Sorkin remarked, adding
that a few people will
probably find the piece
offensive.

Together, the two will
perform a series of films
and selections of poetry,
interspersed with music, in
an event they title "Contemporary Evils." The
performance will be on
Sunday at 7 p.m., at the San
Jose Institute of Contemporary Art.
Kurt Sorkin, who will
present the literary part of
the show, said their work
will reflect on a "cynical
look at society. We are

detour
By Michael J Vaughn

contemporary

Kurt t
I Sorkin and
Steve Perkins are two
SJSU graduates brought
together by a common
goal: to combine forces
and express themselves in
a variety of different
media, from poetry to
drama and film, reflecting
on a cynical, yet humorous,
outlook on modern-day
society.

NC Sorkin (left) and Steve Perkins (right) will present a show
with poetry, performance and film titled "Contemporary Evils"
Sunday at the San Jose Institute of Contemporary Art. Both
are SJSU waduates.

said he and Sorkin plan "an
all-out attack on the
audience," in terms of
challenging their values in
today’s society, as well as
providing entertainment.
"There’s a lot of humor in

"We’ll get it from both
sides," Sorkin said, "but
we expect that."

what we do," he said.
The first film Perkins will
present, "Virgil Wilson," is
one of his best-known and

Perkins, who provides the
filmwork for the event,

most controversial works
It its
a six -minute film of what
Perkins labels "suburban
disorder," a miniature
commentary on traffic.
fast food and television
The film was broadcast on
KQED (channel 9) in April

according to the artist.

continued on page 10
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appear at Spartan Pub
The end-of -the-semester lineup at the Spartan
Pub includes some old
favorites and one or two
debut acts.
Last night, Linda
Blanch() and the Sharps
made their first appearance on the Spartan
stage, performing popular
rock ’n roll songs for the
Wednesday night crowd.

Tomorrow, the SJSU
Jazz Singers will perform
from 4 to 6 p.m. The group
consists of 11 singers, with
a pianist, bass player and
drummer accompanying.
night,
Tomorrow
Skydancer will perform
their blend of jazz and soul.
The band is a local favorite
and has played at the Pub
several times this
semester,

Going Skiing?
Winter Tire Specials
300 off on all Tires
Boot inflation
Savo Mossy
Brands -Shea Tiro Special
Shop
ASSORTED SIZES PASSENGER
R v TRUCK
SUS TIRES
awl Ow

5 000- 10000 - 15.000- 20.000 MILES OF SERVICE
REMAINING PASSENGER COMMERCIAL RV
. TRUCK TRACTOR & GRADER . INDUSTRIAL ETC

PRICES START AT $1

5

Tire Salvage Corporation
1680 So Main St., Milpitas

(408) 262-2270
Hrs. Mon -Fri. 8-5:30, Sat. 8-3:00

Cam Roberson, the
entertainment
Pub’s
director, has lined up the
usual four acts for next
week, but said, he "might
line up some more acts for
finals week."
After Six, a jazz/fusion
band which has also performed at the Pub
frequently this semester,
will be appearing Wednesday.
Thursday night, the top
40 rock ’n’ roll band Perfect
Stranger will return.
A newcomer to the
Pub, Joel McKeller, will
perform from :3 to 6 p.m.
Friday. McKeller is a solo
pianist who plays the music
such artists as Billy Joel,
[of
Van Morrison and the
Doobie Brothers
Friday night John
Donovan and the Kamikaze
Band will end the Pub’s
semester on an interesting
note

By Toni Cocco
Well -turned -out horror
fiction is expected to be
twisted, but Stephen King’s
latest thriller goes an extra
round.
His most compelling
book yet, "Cujo," reads
with a power comparable
to his past best sellers,
which include "Salem’s
Lot," "Carrie" and "The
Shining."
The power of "Cujo"
and what sets it apart from

"John is one of the top
draws at the Pub,"
Roberson said. "The crowd
really loves him."
According to his
manager, Mark Ha vey,
Donovan’s material is bold,
risque and sometimes even
"bordering on the vulgar."
"But it never comes
across as offensive,"
Havey said. "The way he
delivers it, people jump
right on the bandwagon
and ride along."

Per
Haircuts
Kim’s Hairstyling
480 S. 10th St. 295-8777

$20
S6

his other works is its
realism. The book is not a
rollercoaster ride into the
supernatural, King’s usual
bent. But, like the knife’
wielding night stalker,
more horrible because ’It
could really happen,’
"Cujo" emerges as a
similar evil force, an
aberration of nature.
In becoming real,
though, King’s thriller
invades all area of the
subconscious, where his
eager readers may not be
so willing to go after this
one.
Although good fiction
writers will always attempt to forge new paths in
plot construction, avoiding
the obvious conclusion, in
King’s compulsion to attain
perfect horror he has overstepped.
The plot deals with a
rabid dog, an unfaithful
wife, a husband whose
career teeters on the brink,
and a small boy whose life
hangs in the balance. His
mother and father are
woven into the boy’s
nightmare that begins in
his closet and then comes
to life.
resist
King can’t
tossing in just a trace of the

Ii

The
recurring theme of the
monster in Tad’s closet,
King’s preoccupation with
the bogeyman, serves to
detract from the real -life
tale of horror in this novel,
which is a loving and
faithful family pet -- a huge
St. Bernard -- that turns
into a rampant killing
machine.
The book is hard to put
down -- King knows his
craft. He is the best of the
bogeyman authors. His
words paint pictures that
recur long after the book
goes back on the shelf.
His narration is first
rate. Descriptive passages
and characterizations flow
and entertain. The reading
is effortless.
The husband, Vic. the
wife, Donna, their fouryear -old boy, Tad, become
real. Even secondary
characters are sketched
with perception and insight.
The flaw, other than
the bogeyman penchant -which is easily forgiven -is King’s heavy-handed
and unrelenting parade to
the tune of fate, showing an
unwillingness to satisfy
and an eagerness to
horrify.
It is his most mind bending book so far. Too
bad it kindles feelings of
outrage and a sense of trust
supernatural.

betrayed.
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’29 Reasons not to Join Law School’

This book con
By Anton Swart:
The cerebral drudgery
and academic anguish of
law school are just two of
"29 Reasons Not to go to
Law School," a humorous
book on the legal process
by Ralph Warner and Toni
lhara.
Professing to save
prospective law students
three years, $30,00 and

.10V0 yOU

3

$30.000.

one yotx sanity

their sanity, the I28 -page
book expounds upon the
drudgery, the paranoia, the
weekends or lack thereof)
and the illnesses of law
school.
The book is hilarious as
well as an eye opening
experience for anyone
interested in entering law
school,
The book is hilarious as

well as an eye-opening
experience for anyone
interesting in entering law
school, Contrary to the
romanticism of the former
television series, "The
Paper Chase," law school
is a nightmare of torts,
contracts and archaic
English, the authors say,
The school is a cesspool
of
cranial
torture

to
guaranteed
systematically break down
even the most legally adept
mind.
Warner and lhara
dichotomize the emotional
crumbling of the first -year
law student by contrasting
the first -week confidence of
the student with his/her
10th -day befuddlement and
his/her one month
exhaustion,
And the warnings from
the two authors/lawyers
keep on coming .
There are the hazards
of book stealers, personal
transformation, ego death.
the law and the ever
frustrating bar exam.
In their introduction,
Warner and lhara say it
would have been easy to
retitle their book "129
Reasons Not To Go To Law
School," If their 100 other
reasons are as entertaining
as the 29 in this book, more
"Reasons Not To Go To
Law School" will come our
way.
The book is published
by Nolo Press and costs
$4.95.

"South
Bay
Hot
Plates" is a critique rating
hundreds of South Bay
restaurants by San Jose
Mercury and News food
critic Joseph Izzo, Jr.
The book also details
wheelchair access, prices.
smoking policies and credit
card preferences at local
restaurants. The book,
pardon the pun, is a
delectable dish.
Whether it be French.
German or Chinese

3

5

cuisine, lzzo gives the
reader a detailed analysis
of the restaurant’s appearance,
menu,
atmosphere and commitment to excellence.
This isn’t Izzo’s first
endeavor into the book
world. He is co-author and
publisher of "The Forkful
Dining Guides" and sole
publisher of "The First
Business Companion To
Silicon Valley."
His third foray into
publishing is a charm.
"South
Bay
Hot
Plates" is published by JK
West Publications and
costs $5.95.
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vies ’82-’83
Cinema goers will have a 1(4
watch this winter with the Deem
releases of several works by the
studios.
Unlike the typically esca)
summer films, this winter batch
decidedly more adult. There an’
E.T.’s or Indiana Jones’ to plungv
into catatonic bliss.
At top left, Jeff Bridges and
Field cozy up to each other in "K
Goodbye," the only fantasy film ()
lot.
’Kiss Me" finds Fields as a y,
New York widow about to refill(’
The fantasy comes when her (,
husband, played by James C.
decides he’d like to come back toll,
her.
At right, Paul Newman strik,
pensive pose in "The Verdict."
Newman plays Frank Galvi,
disillusioned lawyer whose only hop
redemption lies in taking a case no

else will touch. In the process Galvin is
pitted against the most powerful law
firm in Boston, and the archdiocese.
At bottom right, Richard Pryor, as
a bozo journalist, finds happiness with
U.S. Bates (Jackie Gleason), an eccentric Louisiana publisher in "The
Toy."
In "Six Weeks," Mary Tyler Moore
and Dudley Moore, both established
comedic performers, take on dramatic
roles in a serious plot.
Tyler Moore’s young daughter, who
is seriously ill, decides she wants a
family. Dudley comes along and her
wish is granted, if only for a short time.
At bottom left, Ben Kingsley plays
"Ghandhi" in the Richard Attenborough film of the same name
which charts the Indian leader’s rise
from lawyer to renowned man of peace.
Also starring in ’Ghandhi" are Candice
Bergen, Martin Sheen and John
Gielgud.
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Fagen’s ’Night’ly’ keeps the rhythm, lacks heart
By Gary Lion
Donald Fagen’s liner
notes explain the whole
concept of his new album,
"The Nightfly:"
"The songs on this
album represent certain
fantasies that might have
been entertained by a
young man growing up in
the remote suburbs of a
northeastern city during
the late fifties and early
sixties, i.e., one of my
general height, weight and
build."
In a recent interview
with Rolling Stone, Fagen,
former Steely Dan vocalist,
said that during that time
period, he would stay up
late at night and listen to
jazz stations.
While the cuts on this
album may not be 100
percent jazz, for the most

MISSION INSURANCE AGENCY
AUTO INSURANCE SPECIALISTS
LOW COST PROGRAMS
COLLEGE STUDENTS
FAMILIES
YOUNG ADULTS
H1GH RISK DRIVERS
MONTHLY PAYMENTS

1500 E. HAMILTON AVE., CAMPBELL.

377-3240

. . . Welcomes San Jose State Students. Faculty,
and Staff to come relax & exercise with us.
* 10 Racquetball Courts
* Heated Swimming Pool
Aerobics Classes
Private & Coed Jacuzzis
Gives you use of
A Steam Room
ALL our facilities
Saunas
* Weight Room
WE ALSO OFFER:
* 50 Drafts
* Beer & Wine Bar
* Soup & Sandwiches
* Large Screen TV
* Volleyball

$3.50

Call 946-0600 for
more information
and reservations
Offer good with
student/staff ID
Not valid 11-1:30,
4-8 weekdays
* Expires 1-31-83

part they are catchy and,
"Ruby Baby," he only
like any Steely Dan album,
cut Fagen didn’t write, is a
precise.
remake of the old Jerry
Side one opens with the
Leiber and Mike Sroller
single "I.G.V. (What a
song. "Ruby" has the old
Beautiful World)." An
doo-wop feel to it and
indication of what’s to almost makes one want to
come for the rest of the snap their fingers and
sing
album, "I.G.Y." plays along.
heavy on the synthesizers
side
on
cut
opening
The
(which Fagen plays) and
two puts him back in the
saxophones. It’s enjoyable
right time frame. In "New
and the tune grows on you
Frontier" Fagen sings
after awhile.
about bomb shelters,
"Green Flower Street"
having lots of provisions
follows. While he may have ’ and beer for fallout and
been growing up in the
trying to score with a girl
suburbs, Fagen mentions
who’s "got a touch of
that "uptown, it’s murder
Tuesday Weld." He also
in the streets" and "there’s
mentions that if "the reds
trouble most every night."
decide
to push the button
Part of Fagen’s fantasy in
down"
they have to have
the song is that "there’s a
music.
Jazz,
of course, jazz
special place for lovers,
by Dave Brubeck, who
one we understand . . . in
Fagen sees as "an artist, a
that sunny room she
pioneer."
soothes me."

The only bad cut on the
album, "The Goodbye
Look," follows. In the song,
Fagen talks about an
American in Cuba listening
to steel bands, among other
things. He attempts to
catch the same sounds, but
fails.
Producer Gary Katz,
who worked on all of Steely
Dan’s albums, makes the
album sound like the
former group.
One can argue that
Fagen is (or was Steely
Dan. "The Nightfly"
sounds like the old group.
Yet Fagen has his own
style when he’s not writing
with’ his former partner,
Walter Becker. Steely Dan
put their hearts in the
lyrics that they wrote.
Fagen does it only half
way.

English Beat shows off
richc style, innovation
By Clijalate
The English Beat has
gone
through
some
profound changes since the
release of the band’s last
album.
On "Wha’ppen?," the
first album, "I Just Can’t
Stop It," the band was
smitten with the Rasta
giddiness of the English
ska and reggae movement.
Hence the band was
lumped together with other
English bands operating in
the ska vein; the Specials,
Selecter, Madness, and
assorted other lesserknowns.
But the English beat
outlived all the others by
demonstrating the ability
to evolve, to develop a style
not because it is trendy, but
because it has an unlimited
capability to express and
expand.
The Beat has enlarged
their Jamaican influences

imp

to include the related styles
of calypso, samba and
American jazz.
The third album from
the English Beat, "Special
Beat Service," is a wonderfully melodic product of
the band’s increasing
eclecticism, with sinuous
saxophone lines provided
by Saxa and studio addition
Wesley Magoogan. Other
band members and studio
musicians contribute on a
varied collection of banjo,
clarinet,
mandolin,
trumpet, trombone,
marimba and accordion,
which in the hands of Jack
Embloy, on "Jeanette," is
a far cry from the
traditional "Beer Barrel
Polka," routine.
The result is a richness
of sound with which neither
of the early albums was
blessed.
But the most marked
difference
between
"Special Beat Service" and

the other albums is in the
lyrics.
The lyrics on "I Just
Can’t Stop It" and
"Wha’ppen?," attributed
collectively to the Beat,
were laden with politics,
and written in the second
person, as if to shift the
spotlight to someone other
than the author.
But on "Special Beat
Service," the lyricist, most
likely lead vocalist and
guitarist Dave Wakeling,
takes responsibility for his
actions. And the words
come tumbling forth, as if
in a stream of consciousness, motivated by
guilt:
always searching for
paradise
I’ll admit that I’m good
as blind darling
I confess yes I’ve ruined
three lives
continued pp 11

WHY ALLOW UNSIGHTLY HAIR TO
SPOIL YOUR LOOKS AND CONFIDENCE

I think I’m going to be

Tao
Chemical
ronounced "dow") is a
rita Cruz -based band,
ich may explain a few of
o album’s problems.

Bay Area nightclubs will be
filled with the sound of New
Year’s rock shows. Un
fortunately, only one name
group, the increasingly popular
Huey Lewis and the News, will
be playing in the South Bay.
The group will REtBin 1983 at
the Keystone in Palo Alto.

Ever since the trains
mpped running between
n Jose and Santa Cruz,
at little town has been
dated from the real
trld for the most part.
me can still see
cGovern-Shriver in ’72"
imper stickers on
mnbler station wagons
:yen by the locals.
Progressive jazz is still
pular in the clubs there,
is country rock and a
mall- amount of heavy
tal. Post -1975 musical
(es never quite made it
or the mountains intact.
Punk, and, to a lesser
gree, new wave, was
sed on an
"antiorything" stance: anti, anti -music, antimformity. It was closely
lated to the Dadaist art
ovement of the early 20th
ntury which vehemently
tacked the established
t circles. It was
Iracterized by Marcel
chaump’s copy of the
mmna Lisa with a
mustache sketched in.
But here we have Tao
mmical, a seven-member
iid (if you include their
hting and stage
signer, who is also
ured on the cover with
musicians), a band that
trying to cash in on the
alled new wave and
nk movement without
saking the progressive
z influence.
The resulting album is
y awful. The band has
pletely missed the
nt of the newer music,
mming the surface and
ring themselves in the
ppings, but ignoring the
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FREE CONSULTATION

JAPANESE AND
EUROPEAN CAR
AND TRUCK PARTS

COMPLETE PRIVACY

NANCY WALLS, R.E.
1021 SO. WOLFE RD., SUITE 125
a

OW
EIC

It’s the same Old Lang Syne as
a whole crop of New Year’s
Eve shows are set for end-of
the year revelers this month.

I mean I’ve heard
ne dogs before, but this
(murn really does me in.

San Francisco, however, will
have plenty of rock n’ roll in
store. The Tubes, the original
insane asylum rock group, will
give their political -satire rock a
go at the Kabuki club in the
City.

motivations.
The
motivations
behind
progressive jazz are utterly contradictory to that
of post-1975 rock music.
Progressive jazz, on
the other hand, is music for
musicians. It is somewhat
indulgent. The musician
pushes himself to attain
whatever it is he feels is the
height of his talent.

111

4935. FIRST STREET
.SAN JOSE, CA 95113
(408)998-5060
15% STUDENT DISCOUNTS

This is for people who
are "into" Jack Kerouac
but pretend they like David
Byrne.
The
lyrics
are
downright ridiculous:

I don’t want to be smart.
Brrrrrrrrrrr.
rrrrrrr r.
I want to be dumb.
Leave me alone

Never the twain shall
meet, to coin a phrase.
lithe band had more
than a cursory understanding of either style,
the product may have been
interesting, even pleasant
to listen to. But they don’t.
and it isn’t.
This is music for
people who don’t quite
know where they fit in, for
people who wear skinny
ties with Birkenstocks and
sell ferns from their plant
shop in the shopping mall.
This is for the person who is
self-publishing a book of
new -wave haiku, which will
be illustrated by his
brother who really draws a
lot like Ralph Steadman."

’ECONOMY
IMPORTS

CALL: (408) 732-0411

COUPON EXPIRES 1b2212

New Year’s Eve alive
with music, entertainment

Christine McGeever

110

PERMANENT
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVAL

$10 COUPON

ad chemistry infiltrates confused rock group Bay Area

Puh-lease. And that’s
just the refrain.
There is absolutely no
reason to buy such a
pretentious album from
such a non-entity as Tao
Chemical. One would get
more for one’s money if one
spent it on a veggie burger.
The last lyrics on the
album sum it up nicely:

Eddie Money will also
around for the last blast
1982. He will present
unique brand of rock at
Cow Palace.

be
of
his
the

Oevo, the biologically minded
spudboy band, will shout out
thew own weird music to new
wavers at the Warfiekl
Theater.

country star Roy Orbison will
perform at the Old Waldorf in
San Francesco.
For partiers wanting a comedic
touch to their evening, the
Screaming Memes will give
their ’Lite Christmas’ show at
the Chi Chi Theater Chili in S.F.
Those interested in the sensual
side of Me will want to attend
the Exotic Erotic Ball, a
cornucopia of the sexually
bizarre.

But rock won’t be the only
music available on New Year’s.
At the Circle Star Theater in
San Carlos, bkiesman B.B. King
will perform with the Bobby
’Blue’ Band.

Lovers of the ocean air (no
matter how chat it may be) will
enjoy the special New Year’s
cruise package being offered
by the Red to White Fleet at
Pier 43-ande-half by the Bay.
Finally, those just wishing a
regular humorigous New Year’s
party can tourney to Marnott’s
Great America for the. final
bash of the year.
Happy New Year’s and drive
safely.

Astor’s
Coin-Op
Auto Wash
OPEN 24 HOURS A

For down-home inusirlovers,
Norton Buffalo and Back in the
Saddle will hoedown at El
Rancho Tropicana Convention
Center in Santa Rosa, mid

DAY
"Our new foaming brushes will
clean off that fall road film"
804 Lincoln Ave.
732 So. 1st St
San Jose

ALSO WAX
AND VAC

4,

*1471,1011g.-$16,-1?’"

from the A.S. BIKE SHOP
Merry Christmas

This is just a waste of
time
I’ve got better things to
do.

Get your bike in shape for the Holidays with our
best offer yet. ’12.50 tune-up ’29.99 overhaul

Couldn’t have said it
better myself.

9:30 - 4:30 M -W -F
located sower level student union
277-2497 last day of business December 17 f""attr"’"

SAN JOSE COMMUNITY OPERA THEATER presents
Amahl and the Night Visitors, by Menotti, and
The Seven Joys of Christmas, by Mechem
December Ii, 12, 18, 19
The Scarf, by Hoiby, and
Harrison Loved his Umbrella, by Hollingswort h
March 5,6, 12, 13
Cod i Fan Attie, by Mozart
April 30, May 1, 7, 8
All performances at the Montgomery Theatre
For more Information, telephone (408) 277-2028

SEASON TICKETS
$30 preferred seating
$24 regular seating

Pls.

Thursday. Detente( 9, 1982

1
Thursday December 9, 1982

Contemporary Evils
continued from page 3
According to Perkins,
"Virgil Wilson," completed
in 1981, is a surrealistic
adventure of an individual
lost in a crowd, an example
of lost individuality. Two
other short flicks, "Hype,
Hype, Media Hype," and
"Waking up Strange,"
imprint further the themes
of loss of self-expression,
conformity and uniformity
in society.
"Hype, Hype, Media
Hype" is a one-minute
"cine-flick." It is a build-up
of images from television,
flashed one after the other
at a faster and faster pace,
until the images run into
each other and, as Perkins
put it, "assault the
audience’s senses,"
"Waking Up Strange" is a
five-minute flick featuring
a lonely man and the
woman of his dreams, who
imitates his movements.
The piece also features a
song from the Doors, "Cars
Hiss By My Window,"
which presented a problem
to the artists because they

DAUS

had a hard time obtaining
permission to use the song.
"We had permission from
the songwriter but not from
the publishing company
that owns the rights,"
Perkins said.
A 1982 graduate of SJSU
with a B.A. in Creative
Arts, Perkins works in the
English Department and is
an artistic director for
Cinetech Productions in
San Jose. He works as a
writer, director and coproducer of short 16mm
films.
Sorkin, who describes
himself as the more contemporary of the two, is
currently a freelance
writer who has been
published in the Chicago
Review. He is also editor of
Reed magazine, a literary
journal put out by SJSU’s
English Department.
Sorkin’s poetry and fiction,
like Perkins’ films, make
cynical, satirical comment
on society.

PF Laxor (above) plays a desolate stranger in "Waking Up
Strange," an expressionistic film by SJSU graduate Steve Perkins,
The film will be featured in a multi media presentation by Perkins
and NC Sorkin, also an SJSU graduate, at the San Jose Institute
of Contemporary Art Sunday.

At the presentation. Sorkin
will recite "The Waters

"Opening Up," another
Sorkin poem to be recited
at the event, reads like a
recipe. It describes the
steps to "opening up," as
follows:

Espresso

Salads

"Take off your skin. Now
slowly peel it (don’t you
rush!), layer by layer, like
uncovering an onion which
we showed you two weeks
ago when we did the
transcendental stew. Peel,
peel, peel, until you get to
the nerves and vessels."

Crept By Me, the Moon was
Pull." The poem describes
a couple at a party and
their descriptions of the
other guests--phrases like
"you’re so nice to love" --in
a satirical vein.

Perkins said their main
goal for the presentation is
"for people to come and
enjoy the show.

"We’re trying to appeal to
a wide variety of people,
and not aim at one particular group. I’ve asked at
least twenty people over
fifty to see the show, and
I’ve asked just as many our
age."

artistic concepts.

"We want to reach out to
people on the borderline,"
he said, referring to the
"middle ground" of people
that aren’t obsessed with
art, but still not closed to

"We’re
trying
discourage that."
Sorkin and Perkins list,
as their major artiiinfluences Harold Pint
Charles Dickens, Jean -I
Godard, the Dada
George Segal, !son
Noguchi, Ronald N1
Donald and the Mot
Majority.

Cappticin a

Soups
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Chilly Hellen
Tamales
Mentillo
Tacos
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Daily Specials: 02.50
Homemade Mexican foods
f: ’ tore
tirerstl:
Certthe

C.

34 N. Market St. San Jose

294-9222

"America’s Best Dressed Sandwich -

PUT A LITTLE
BLIMPIES
IN YOUR HOLIDAY PARTIES
We specialize in 4, 5, or
6 foot sandwiches

tAn

CHINESE RESTAURANT
Mandarin 86 Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch 81, Dinner
Food To Go

Happy Holidays!
Coupon
5.00 OFF ANY 6 FOOT
SANDWICH.
EXPIRES JANUARY 2, 1982
80 E. San Carlos St. 947-1333
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"Maybe I do have a message...What I can do
every day is say, ’Look, if I can make it,
anybody can."
Irene Dalis

The two artists have h
twenty people working 55:
Sunda
on
them
production, a proje
Perkins said they’ve be!
working on since May.

In a final dress rehearsal for the Beirauth Summer
Festival (which was open to the public), she was
wearing a costume with a skirt slit up to the waist. She
had just come on stage when. . .
"The whole thing fell off," she said. "I kept earning
for a pin. . . " Thanks to a resourceful wardrobe
mistress with a pin, she was saved too much embarrassment.

COUPON $1
World Famous
Bar-B-Q Dinners
Steak

R bs

Open 7 Days

Chicken

In 1976, former SJSU President John Bunzel offered Delis a presidential appointment to teach opera
in the Music Department. After some hesitation, she
accepted the post.
"I thought, ’Maybe I do have a message, maybe I

LMand.

r.,seloy

Cock eels

"

GREEK AMERICAN ITALIAN
Affordable Cuisine
10% Student Discount on Dinners
eeDI student

M -Sat. 6 a.m..8:30 p.m.
Sunday 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
1115 Willow Street at Lincoln

JO, 9, Sr John
Son lose, CA
295 5414

.-J

Her message to her students?
"I feel that it’s almost a responsibility of a performer to . . let them know that human beings are
performers; it’s not such a crazy business.
"I can just imagine these boys going home and
telling their dads, ’I want to be an opera singer,’ and
their fathers say, ’What?! Why don’t you do something
you can make a living at?’"
For Irene Delis, star-turned -teacher, life has been
sweet, and gets sweeter every day.
"What would an opera singer do after retiring
from opera? Sit around and talk about my career? I
think it was planned that I would (teach) . . .
"I always knew that I would stop singing at 50. The
voice doesn’t get any better at 50, and your nerves are
not better at 50, and your energy level’s not bet.

’What would an opera singer do after retiring
from opera? Sit around and talk about my
career? I think it was planned that I wouW
(teach):
ter . . . But at 50, if you start something else, at the
grass -roots level, you have another 25 years, Goo
willing, to see it develop, and let it grow."
One of the most successful COT productions,
Menotti’s "Amahl and the Night Visitors," will be
performed this weekend and next at Montgomery
Theater, San Carlos and Market streets. The opera
tells the story of a lame shepherd boy who encounters
the Three Wise Men. It will show at 8:30 p.m. Saturday,
8 p.m. next Saturday, and 2 p.m. on Sundays.

English Beat
and I didn’t care till I
found out
that one of them was
mine.
I confess
our love seems like a
punishment
and I confess
if it’s all the same to you
I’ll stay indifferent

oo

by a fascination
with whimsical wordplay:
all set luncheonette
kitchenette to let
I bet to get ha m bu rgette
again
we met in a launderette
and kissed beneath the
air jet
no sweat no threat
another one in the back
of the net.
The range and breadth
of this album is amazing.

Psychological dramas of
failing relationships,
emotional torment and
confusion are set back to
back with the romping.
joyous Rastafarian raps
that vocalist Ranking
Roger thrives on.
The Beat has been a
well -kept secret from the
mainstream
American
audience, not because their
music doesn’t have what is
needed to appeal to a large
audience, but because of
the stigma attached to a
band working with
primarily ethnic rhythms
and styles.
New ground has been
broken by the Clash, the
Police, and others. The
strength of "Special Beat
Service" proves that like
those bands, the English
Beat has what it takes to
enrich more than just a few
lives.

TAMPICO CAFE
123 yes in bw.ness)

GENUINE MEXICAN FOOD

LINCOLN RESTAURANT

Hi-Life Restaurant
Uourn, VnIrd

One aspect of opera stressed in the COT programs
is the quantity of performance. Through several different branches of the theater, students are given the
opportunity to perform many times during a season.

I

5 p.m. till p.m.
Sat. 8 Sun. full p.m

i
131
6 Blocks North of ’ 1141
5V-1
E. JACKSON ST. Santa Clara St.
Between 3rd as 4th 44
294-3303 or 998-9427

slo S4.1414,

"Artists have been knov:
as elitists," Sorkin said. I
said a public stereotyp
held that artists exist
their own worlds, isolate
from civilization.

Delis compared the life of an opera star to that of
an athlete:
"You have to see that you get the right amount of
rest, you have to see that you get the right amount of
food, and you have to see that you don’t drink too much.
You have to be in top physical form."
Her life off the stage, however, was far from
strenuous; she had a housekeeper, a secretary, a cook,
and a nurse for her daughter.
"I used to have breakfast served to me in bed -late," she said. "I’d vocalize as soon as I had my
second cup of coffee. I had three pianos -- one in my
bedroom, one in my music room, and one in the living
room.
"I did absolutely nothing but vocalize."
Though she would not say what salary she made
with the Met, she admitted that, for a time, she was the
highest -paid mezzo soprano in the world.
"Let’s put it this way what I make in a year now
(as a professor) I used to make in three weeks."
Today’s opera stars make the same amount in a night,
she said.
Her performances were not always without
mishap. She told of two times when things at the opera
did not go quite right:
"We were doing an act in ’Aida.’ It’s in two scenes;
there’s a duet scene between Aida and Amneris, which
is the role I played. It was called the ’bedroom scene.’
"At the Met they always had a curtain after the
bedroom scene, and they prepared the triumphal scene
behind it. At Covent Garden, they had a drop that came
down right in the middle of the bedroom scene, and it
went down right in front of me but the bedroom scene
wasn’t finished yet!
"I had to run around the drop and come back on
stage . . . in the meantime, the lighting engineer
noticed that I wasn’t on stage anymore, so he turned off
the lights, with one spot on Aida.
"When he heard me singing again on stage . . ."
She mimicked the engineer’s anxious face and
muttered "Where’s Dabs, where’s Dalis?," holding an
imaginary spotlight.

do have a message for those kids over there.’ What I
can do every day is say ’Look, if I can make it, anybody
can. "
She spent the 1976-77 season both performing her
last operas at the Met and commuting to San Jose to
teach. The change in lifestyle -- from opera star to
professor -- was traumatic, but she soon adapted.
After a 30-year "detour" (as she puts it), she was
finally home.
"I always knew I would come back to San Jose,
because my whole family was here. In the years I was
out on that 30-year detour, the only time I came home
was when I appeared with the San Francisco Opera, or
for a death. In the time I was gone, I lost my father, my
mother and my brother.
Delis lives in the Willow Glen area of San Jose, 10
minutes away from SJSU. Her house has no tennis
court, no swimming pool, and only one piano. (The
piano is not in the bedroom.)
"You can always do something well once," she
explained. "The real proof is; how does it sound the
tenth time? I never considered a role in my repertoire
until I had done it fifteen times."
The COT’s subscription series includes three fullscale operas, performed four times each. The Opera
to
Outreach Program, in which performers go
elementary schools to perform, gives 30 shows a year.
The group also performs one-act opera during Arts
Education Week in San Jose, giving four shows a day,
and members of the theater often appear at festivals
throughout the area.
The COT operates with no funding from the
university, except for the salaries of Dalis and music
director/conductor David Rohrbaugh. It is funded by
performing arts grants from the city and two support
groups, San Jose Friends of the Opera and Opera San
Jose.
Dalis estimated the group’s repertoire at 14
productions. She said she doesn’t plan on expanding
the COT; she would rather keep it the size it is and
work on quality.
Some of the results of the program are coming in
already. Recently, two COT graduates, Helen Centner
and Ronald Ealy, won prizes at the Mozarteum Opera
Festival in Austria. Centner has gone on to signs twoyear contract with the Flintzburg Opera in Germany.
Ron Williams, another COT graduate, signed a contract with the Michigan State Opera.
She soon found a problem in being a well-known
"local -girl -makes-good." Every time a flag was raised
in ceremony in the city, a call was put out for Irene
Delis to sing the "Star-Spangled Banner" or other such
appropriate patriotic tunes.
"It occurred to me," she explained, "that if I want
to help build singers, I must not sing. It doesn’t help me
to go out and perform; I don’t need it.
"I had . . . a marvelous career. If I wanted to
continue singing, I would have stayed in the theater. In
order to help young people become performers, I have
to have the possibility for them to perform."
In her five years as director of the San Jose
Community Opera Theater, Delis has helped the oncesmall workshop grow into a flourishing opera
establishment. The group of seven singers in 1976 grew
to 66 this year.
77 singers tried out for the program this year, she
said. The COT is nationally recognized as the outstanding university -based training program in Northern California.
The same good fortune that followed her during
her performing career arrived with Delis at SJSU.
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’Fine Submarine Sandwtches,cmce 1968-
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Mon.!Sat. 10:3040:00

294-1125

Sunda s 11:0040:00

8th ffe William St.
7- 1

Fresh menudo daily -- also the
HOTTEST CHILE VERDE -- in town.
You’ll enjoy it.

15661 Santa Clara
San Jose. CA
923-9818

OPEN DAILY
11.am - 5:am
FOOD TO CO

